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MOBILE vfi OSCILLATION EXPERIMENT*

I 2
N. Baumann , H.S. Gurr , W.R. Kropp, M. Mandelkern,

S. Nakamura , E. Pasierb, L. Price, F. Reines, H.W. Sobel

Department of Physics, University of California,

Irvine, California 92717

(presented by P. Reines)

It is generally recognized that observation of a change in

the antineutrino spectrum with distance from a fission reactor

could under appropriate circumstances provide convincing evidence

for neutrino oscillations*. Accordingly we have constructed and

located at Savannah River a movable detector to measure the v
- +

spectrum through observation of the reaction, v +p-*n+e , at dis-

tances ranging from 15 to 50 meters. Figure 1 shows the range of

detector locations 12 meters below ground in the massive Savannah

River concrete building at an effective depth of 20 meters water

equivalent. The depth is" associated with a reduction of 3 to 5 in

the hard cosmic ray flux. The 2000 MW reactor core is in the shape

of a cylinder 4.6 m in diameter and 4.6 m high. The detector,

shown in Figure 2 is 3OO liters of Gd loaded (-|%) liquid scin-

tillator surrounded by 1100 liters of mineral oil based scintil-

lator. The detector array is enclosed in turn by 2" Pb, a 3"

plastic anticoincidence counter and 8" Pb.

As noted, the experiment will consist of measuring the v

spectrum as a function of distance from the reactor. We note

also that the v spectrum in our case is within 1.5% of that
235

from fission of pure U and that measurements (1959) by

*Sponsored in part by the United States Department of Energy

Savannah River Laboratory
2
University of South Carolina, Aiken

Deceased

A discussion of oscillation theory may be found in Z. Maki, M. Nakagawa,
S. Sakata, Progr. Theor. Phys. 28, 870 (1962); V.N. Gribov and
B. Pontecorvo, Phys. Lett. 28B, 493 (1969).
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R. Davis with Cl at 11.2 meters from a Savannah River Reactor

such as the one we will use shows the flux of v is less then

0.02 the v e flux.

The detector efficiency, n, for the delayed coincidence

provided by the product neutron and positron is

= 0.7x0.7 =0.5

for E e + > 2 MeV and E > 5 MeV.

The neutron capture time in the Gd loaded scintillator is ~10 us

and the energy resolution o » 7.6% at an E + energy of 2.5 MeV.
- 13 2

The event rate at 15 meters (v flux of 1.2x10 v /cm sec) is

550/day. At 50 meters the signal (sans oscillations) is 50/day»

Anticipated backgrounds at 15 meters aret Accidental ~lO/d,

Correlated (cosmic rays) ~l/d after pulse shape discrimination

of 100 between neutron recoils and gamma rays. Backgrounds due

to cosmic rays via bremmstrahlung gammas and neutrons are esti-

mated to be <30/d. Non reactor-associated backgrounds will be

measured during the relatively frequent scheduled reactor off

times which characterize SRP operations.

Experimental Sensitivity to v oscillations
— g •» e '

Using the 2 neutrino oscillation model i.e.

:,,';•. v = v,cos© + v_ sine

' v = v.(-sine) + VjCose

or T

I •' -

I the probability, P, of not finding a v at time t i.e. at distance
: x = ct, if one starts with pure v , is

20 ,. cos
e' x ) ~ 1 2 ( 1 A.(Ev)
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where
2.47E.

E MeV,

A = m. ~

ev2. meters.

•AÜ

if

When the oscillation length, *.,is of the order of reactor di-

mensions, the oscillation as measured by P becomes insensitive

to X.

v ~
2

sin 29 ,2nxt2

For SRP (A.~4.5 meters) and E_ ~4 MeV, the corresponding

"large mass limit" A2<2eV2. °

The anticipated sensitivity of the U.C.I, experiment is

shown in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 gives the ratio of counts for

the number of product electrons in the range 2.2-*-6.7 MeV to

4.4-+6.7 MeV (kinetic energy) as a function of distance from the

reactor for various assumed values of A .

Figure 4 shows the sensitivity limits (la contours) for A
2 -

vs. sin 26 at a distance of 35 meters and for v energies >4MeV.
We anticipate turning on the detector this summer.

POST CONFERENCE NOTE (Sept'32): the detector is now

complete and in operation.
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15 m

reactor center
core Is cylinder
4.6 m di,ax4.6 m high

motor room and corridor

Fig. 1. Range of possible detector locations in
Savannah River Plant reactor building
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NEUTRINO OSCILLATION EXPERIMENTS

AT U.S . ACCELERATORS

C Baltay
Columbia University, New York, NY 10027

Abstract

The status of experiments at U.S. accelerators searching
for neutrino oscillations is reviewed, including both completed
experiments that have produced results as well as approved
experiments which are likely to have results in the near
future. Nona of the completed experiments see any significant
evidence for the existence of neutrino oscillations. Tha
limits they set on the oscillation parameters are summarized
in this review. The experiments planned for the near future
can be expected to improve the sensitivity to these oscillation
parameters by a little bit better than an order of magnitude.

Outline of Talk

I. Introduction

II. Experiments with results
A- Los Alamos (LAMPP)

1. The Yale-Los Alamos Experiment:
Large Water Cherenkov Counter

B. Brookhaven (BNL)
1. The Harvard-BNL Experiments

Liquid Scintillator Detector

C. Fermilab
1. Ohio State et al:

Emulsion Experiment
2. CCFRR:

Total Cross Section Measurement in a
Large Counter Detector

3- Columbia-BNL:
15-ft Neon Chamber with v» Beam

4. Mighigan-Fermilab-lTEP-IHEP:
15-ft Neon Chamber with v„ Beam

5. Berkeley-Fermilab-Hawaii:
15-ft Neon Chamber with Narrow Band Beam

D. Summary of Results

III. Future Experiments

A. Los Alamos (LAMPF)

1. The Los Alamos-Maryland Experiment
B. BNL

1. Columbia-BNL-Illinois-Johns Hopkins Expt.
2. BNL-U of Pennsylvania-Brown Expt.

C. Fermilab

1.
CCFRR: Two Detector V(i Disappearance Expt.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The necessary conditions for neutrino oscillations,

i.e. the time dependent mixing of different neutrino types,

to occur are that there be a difference between the masses

of the neutrinos involved:

KK - m. <t 0

and that the individual lepton numbers, L^, are not rigorously

conserved. With three cr more neutrino types, the situation

is quite complex and depends on many parameters.. In this

review, we will consider only oscillations between two types

of neutrinos at a time. In this case, the observed neutrino

types, say VJ and v-, are quantum mechanical mixtures of the

neutrino mass eigenstates, v, and v~:

V- = cos0 V-. + sin0 v 2

v. = -sin0 v, + cos© v~ •

where 0 is the mixing angle between the two types of neutrinos.

The experimentally observable consequences of neutrino

oscillations are:

a) The anomalous appearance of v_=« In a beam of initially

pure \f. , the probability of the appearance of a neutrino of

type v. is:

Ptvi-Vj) = sin2(20) sin2(1.27 Am2 |0 ,

where Am = m. -nu (in eV) , I is the drift space from the

origin of the v^ to the point of observation in meters,

and E is the energy of the neutrinos in MeV.

b) The disappearance of neutrinos v. - In a beam of

initially pure v-, some of the v^ will oscillate to v- and

thus seem to disappear in experiments that are sensitive to

neutrinos v. but not to type v. • The probability of VJ

remaining v- is:

P(V4-*v,) « l-sin
2(29) sin2 (1.27 Am2 •£) .

X X £•

In the last few years a large number of experiments have

searched for neutrino oscillations. In some of the reactor

experiments, effects suggestive of neutrino oscillations have
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iff
2 "\ ''5

been observed. However these results have not been ;i

4,5 :;

confirmed by more sensitive reactor experiments, ' eo it |
is fair to conclude that at the present time there is no
significant evidence for the existence of neutrino oscillations.

In Section II, we review the experiments at U.S. particle
accelerators that have produced results, and in Section III,
we briefly review the experiments that are expected to have
results in the near future.

II. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTS WITH RESULTS
A. Los Alamos

1. An experiment at LAMPF used a water Cherenkov detector
at 9 m from a beam dump. The source of neutrinos was stopped
w in the beam dump with the decay chain

+ + •
TT -• U + V..
a) Limit on v -* v oscillations. The Cherenkov counter

He _

detector was filled with H_0 to detect v via the reaction
v +p-*e +n. No ve flux was seen, and the following result
was obtained:

(v flux)/{v.. flux) = 0.00 + 0.04 .e n
b) Limit on v -* v oscillations was obtained in a run

e T
with the Cherenkov detector filled with D_O to detect v +d -•_ 2 e
e +p+p- They observed a number of events in good agreement
with what they expected without neutrino oscillations:

(ve flux observed//(v flux expected) = 1.09 +_ 0.4.
This last result sets a limit on the probability of v
disappearing, i.e. on v oscillating to any other kind of
neutrino v » including v -• v oscillations.

The limits on the oscillation parameters obtained from
the two results in this experiment are given in Table 1.

B. Brookhaven
1. An experiment was performed by a Harvard-Brookhaven

group at the Brookhaven AGS to look for v -• v oscillation.
p. e
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The AGS was run in an unusual mode to produce 1.5 GeV protons.

The neutrino beam in this mode at the AGS consisted of a very

pure Vj, bean from in-flight w decays. The large liquid

scintillator detector used was sensitive to the process,

v +n -» e""+p. Thus the experiment was a search for the anomalous

appearance of v 's in an initially pure v beam. No effect

was observed. The limits on the oscillation parameters

obtained in this experiment are given in Table 1.

C. Fermilab

1. In a beautiful experiment , designed to measure

lifetimes of charmed particles, an emulsion stack was exposed

to a wideband v beam at Fermilab. A search for v„ -* v

oscillations was carried out in this experiment by looking

for v interaction events with a visible T decay in the

emulsion. Ho candidates for v interaction were found,
T

leading to a limit of:
R - (v, flux)/(v., flux) s 1% -

This limit.on the. flux ratio implies the limits on the

oscillation parameters shown in Table 1.
g

2. The Caltech-Fermilab experiment using a large

electronic neutrino detector in Lab E with narrow band v...

and v.. beams at Fermilab has looked for v,, -* v oscillations

by examining the total neutrino cross section. Neutrino

oscillations could produce wiggles in the measured neutrino

total cross section as a function of the neutrino energy E
2 2 &

because of the sin (1.27 Am TT) dependence of the oscillation

probability. They do indeed find a small modulation of the

cross section with energy but the effect is not statistically

very significant. They use these data to set an upper limit

on the v,, -• v oscillation parameters listed in Table 1 and
M- X

shown in Fig. 1. since this is a y disappearance measurement,
these limits apply to v„ oscillations into any other (known
or yet unknown) neutrino type v •

10
3. The Columbia-Brookhaven experiment has presented

results relevant to neutrino oscillations, using the 15-ft
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chamber with a heavy neon hydrogen mixture at Fermilab.

The experiment was carried out in a relatively pure v beam

with a 1% contamination of v from Ke3 decays. The experiment

had good \i. and e~ detection capabilities in the heavy liquid

fill, and was thus sensitive to all of the neutrino types

via the reactions:

V + Ne - e- + hadrons
e

#_\ J.

v/ + Ne -* u.- + hadrons

v + Ne -• T- + hadrons

L» @— + ĵ + ̂ )

The chamber was ~ 1200 m from the source of the neutrinos

and the neutrino energies were of the order of 20 to 30 GeV

on the average, so the experiment had effective &/E ratios

of 0.04 to 0.06. No evidence for neutrino oscillations was

found in this experiment. The data were used to set upper

limits on the oscillation parameters.

a) v„ -• v oscillations. The signature of such

oscillations would be an anomalous v_ flux in the initially

relatively pure v^ beams. The sensitivity of the search was

increased by using the low end of the neutrino energy spectrum.

The region from 5 ä B s 10 GeV was used, increasing the

effective i/E to 0.16. To increase the reliability of the

limit, no subtraction for the expected v flux was made, so

that this limit was not dependent on flux calculation

uncertainties.

b) v^ -* v oscillations. The signal for v is events

with an e± in the final state. The 17% branching ratio for

the T -• evv decay mode and the v /va cross section ratio,

which was around 0,5 in this experiment, were taken into

account in the limits. The kinematics of the v interactions

were used to distinguish them from v_ interactions. In

the vT events, there are two undetected neutrinos in the final

state from the T -• evv decay which cause a transverse momentum
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imbalance. A cut of V . a 1 GeV/c, where PQUt is the missing

momentum perpendicular to the plane of the incident neutrino

and the final state electron, retained a large fraction of

the v events but reduced the v background by a factor of

20 or so. Again, to eliminate the dependence on the flux

calculation uncertainties, no subtraction for the expected

v_ flux was made.

'• I c) Limit on v disappearance. The small ve component

of the beam was used to set limits on the probability of

v -* v oscillations, where v is any other (known or yet
6 X X

unknown) type of neutrino, by comparing the observed number

of v interactions with the number expected from Ke3 decays

in the beam. Among other things, this limit applies to

v -• v oscillations.

Thus, this experiment was sensitive to all three of

the oscillation transitions between the known types of

neutrinos, v.. -• v > v. -• v , and v -* v > It was a very

high statistics experiment with a total of ~ 10 vu

interactions. As mentioned above, no effect indicating the

}! existence of any of these possible oscillations was found.

; The upper limits on the oscillation parameters from this

.' experiment are summarized in Table 1 and are shown on Fig. 1.

: 4) The Michigan-Fermilab-ITEP-IHEP experiment used

I the 15-ft neon chamber at Fermilab ixi a wideband v a beam.

/ The experiment was sensitive to v,, -* v and v,. -• v
u. e \L T

oscillations. The analysis was done in a way similar to

that of the Columbia-Brookhaven experiment except that a

:_ subtraction of the calculated v background from Ke3 decays

- was made, but the selection of low energies was not made so

the average value of A/E was ~ 0.04. No effect was seen in

;-' ! this experiment, and the limits obtained on the oscillation

I parameters are listed in Table 1.
1 12
%• 5) The Berkeley-Fermilab-Hawaii experiment used the
2 15-ft neon chamber at Fermilab in a narrow band vl( beam,
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v, and was sensitive to v„ -• v and v„ -• v oscillations.

Tha analysis used was similar to the previous bubble chamber

experiments discussed, but use was made of the fact that the

: v background was lower in the narrow band beam. No effect
: was observed in this experiment either, and the limits obtained

on the oscillation parameters are listed in Table 1.

D. Summary of Results

i The limits on the neutrino oscillation parameters

discussed above are summarized in Table 1. For the sake of

completeness, the non U.S. experiments are also included in
2 2

this table. The most stringent limits in the &m -sin (23)

plane are shown in Fig- 1 for the various transitions. It

should be pointed out that these limits apply in the special

case of two neutrino oscillations. If more than two neutrinos

have non-negligible oscillation probabilities, the situation

becomes more complicated.

III. FUTURE EXPERIMENTS AT U.S. ACCELERATORS

I It is hard to discuss experiments planned for the future

^ with any certainty. Therefore the discussion of this section

| is limited to approved experiments that have a high probability

• of becoming a reality.

• A. The Program at Los Alamos (LAMPF)

Los Alamos will be very active in the future with

i experiments searching for neutrino oscillations. These

';. include a UCI-Los Alamos experiment, E225, and a Los Alamos

experiment, E609, and proposed experiments by a Los-Alamos-

; Maryland group, E638, and by an Ohio State-Argonne group,

E645. A nice overview of these experiments has recently
19been given by Burman. The most sensitive experiment appears

to be E638, searching for neutrino oscillations in the v„ -• v

and v.. / v.. channels. In this experiment, the source of the

,'j neutrinos is inflight ir decays, producing a pure v., bean, with
an energy near 150 MeV. A 50 ton detector sensitive to both

M- and e from v.. and vo interactions, respectively, would be

located between 50 and 300 m from the neutrino source. The



- sensitivity of this experiment to v - v e and v„ -» v„

oscillations is shown on Figs. 2 and 3. It has also been

? proposed to considerably increase the size of the detector

and move it to a distance of ~ 3 km from the neutrino source.

If this more ambitious experiment were funded, the expected

sensitivities shown on Figs. 2 and 3 would improve by a

factor of 10 or so.

j B. Brookhaven

Two experiments proposing to search for neutrino

oscillations have been approved at 3NL-

1. The BNL-Brown-KEK-Osaka-Penn-Stony Brook-Tokyo-UCI
20

experiment. Phase I of this experiment will concentrate

on V.. -• V oscillations using an existing 170 ton liquid
u. e

scintillator detector sensitive to v e interactions located

at about 100 m from the neutrino target. This phase of the

experiment will use a narrow band v u beam. This search will

• extend the sensitivity down to sin2(20) = 1.3 x 10~3 at values
•' 2 2

of Am above ~ 1 eV , as shown by the vertical part of the

curve labeled Brookhaven v„ -• v on Fig. 2. Phase II of

'-; this experiment, which has not been approved yet, would
; concentrate on a v disappearance measurement with two

detectors, located at 100 m and ~* 1,000 m from the neutrino

target. The sensitivity of this search is shown on Fig. 3-

' 2. The Columbia-BNL-Illinois-Johns Hopkins experiment. x

[•' Phase I of this experiment will concentrate on a v., -• v

~ oscillation search using a single 150 ton liquid scintillator

••' detector located at 1000 m from the neutrino source. A narrow

band v,, beam will be used. The sensitivity of this measurement

is shown on Fig. 2 by the curve labeled Brookhaven v a -» v -

Phase II of this experiment, which has not yet been approved,

would be a v disappearance experiment using two detectors,

r one at 300 m and the second at 1000 m from the neutrino source.

> The sensitivity of this search is shown on Fig. 3.

5* C Fermi lab

& 1. The Columbia-Caltech-chicago-Fermilab-Rochester-
22

f Rockefeller experiment. This experiment, which has been
up and has just completed its first data-taking run.
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is a v disappearance experiment. Two detectors sensitive

to v interactions are used, located at 740 and 1080 m from

the center of the decay pipe (the source of the neutrinos).

The beam used is the high energy narrow band v beam at

Permilab. The expected sensitivity of this experiment is

shown on Fig. 3.
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I- Summary of the Limits Obtained on the Neutrino Oscillation
lm parameters (90% Confidence Level Lunxts)
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Table 1: continued

Experiment
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wideband v
at SPS 17

v at v Det-
Source ected i/E Result
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Existing limits on the neutrino oscillation
2 2

parameters A"» and sin (29) .

Fig* 2 Expected sensitivities on the oscillation

parameters Am and sin (23) for near future

experiments on \i -* v oscillations.

Fig. 3 Expected sensitivities on the neutrino

oscillation parameters of the near future

v disappearance experiments.
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SHORT SUMMARY ON LIFETIMES OF D° and D+

T. Kitagaki, Tohoku University

Recently several experiments using emulsion or bubble

chamber techniques haye given the results of directly measured

lifetimes of charmed particles. It was felt that the ratios

of charged and neutral D mesons from these experiments were

in good agreement, ̂ (D )/"^(D°) <-v3. It seemed to be consistent

with the results of the charm leptonic decays from DELCO and

MARK II and also with the theoretical estimations. However,

the latest experiment, SLAC BC 72/73, gave a much small value

of the ratio, X<D+)/T(Do) ^ 1. The BC 72/73 experiment (the

SLAC 40 inch hydrogen bubble chamber hybrid syiitem with a high

resolution optics) is the one of clean experiments which observe

the short decays of charmed particles. Fig. 1 shows * typical

photoproduction of charm meson pair ; tp — » pD°D°X and D°

— > K ~ K + , T5°—»K+K~n°.

Fig. 2 is a comparison of the world data, "^(D ) vs 0

It is seen that the data points seem concentrate along a

gradient, •XiD+)/r\;(Do), except BC 72/73, however the absolute

values of these lives are widely spread. Also, the statistics

of each experiment is still less than 20 events (except NAI

for D ). Therefore, at this moment, it is too early to be

so serious about the discrepance between BC 72/73 and others.
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Within a year or so, the ratio will be more reliable. The

present average, except WA 17 and WA 18, is t"(D+)/T<D°) =

2.4 * Q*| as shown in Fig. 2.



Roll-Frame 437 - 27 TH-32

1 4
• -'

i">l

Fig.1 Photoproduction of
Charmed mesons, EY=19.5GeV, BC 72/73
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REPORT ON WATER CERENKOV PROTON
DECAY DETECTORS

F. Reines

Department of Physics, University of

California, Irvine 92717

The general design criteria which led to the water Cerenkov

approach were the existing baryon stability limits, the antici-

pated neutrino and other backgrounds and the theoretical (SU(5))

predictions. We describe three approaches with the water

Cerenkov technique. An analysis of v events led the Irvine /

Michigan / Brookhaven (1MB) collaboration to an overall detec-

tion volume of 8OOO m at which size the atmospheric v background

limited the sensitivity to baryon decay to ~1O years, assuming

"back to back" modes such as p + e +n; , n •+ e +n . Cosmic ray

muons and their progeny at the modest depth, 600 meters, employed

(1600 meters of water equivalent) made necessary the use of a

4OOO m fiducial volume within a 4OOO m cosmic ray anticoinci-

dence volume. The fiducial volume was chosen by the pattern of

hits on the 2048, 5 inch photomultiplier tubes located on the

periphery of the detector and covering 1.2% of the surface.

For a lifetime range 10 •+ 10 years the 1MB detector

rate is 1000 •+ 1/yr. This is to be compared with the lower limit

of 10 years obtained from the Case/Witwatersrand / Irvine deep

underground (u±)v detector for decay modes leading to stopped

muons.

In view of the current KGF result, ~6xlO years total

§;• lifetime we expect ~ P 0 ~170/yr total 1MB decay rate so that

if ~30% of the decays are in the modes p->e +n°, n-»-e +n~ we ex-

pect to see ~50/yr. Table I gives some detector sizes and sensi-

tivities for the three water Cerenkov detectors under construction

or in operation.



Table I

Summary of rates, sizes, etc. for H20 Cerenkov detectors

HPW
(Harvard,
Purdue,
Wisconsin)

KAMIOKA
(Tokyo, KEK,
Tsukuba)

1MB
(Irvine,
Michigan,
Brookhaven)

In operation
(Early
stages)

In prepara-
tion

In operation
(Early
stages)

Cosmic
ray

Uflux/yr

3xlO7

6xlO6

108

TONS

TOTAL

800

3000

8000

FIDUCIAL

400

1000

4000

COUNTS/yr

All
modes

KGF
SCALED

. 15

45

170

eV+eV

5

15

50

Achievable
limits a (yrs)

All
modes

2x1032

4X1O32

2xlO3r'

+ o + -e n +e n

1O32

2X1O32

io33

o
I
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1MB DETECTOR STATUS

The 1MB* detector i s shown schematical ly in Fig . 1.

water c l a r i t y was measured to be -40 m a t a wavelength of 440 nm

with an in s i t u N2 l a s e r system. A f i l l time of -30 days i a

planned a t a r a t e of 50 gal l /min and a 35 days r e p u r i f i c a t i o n

time as needed. Fig. 2 shows sketches of the de tec tor and

associa ted underground labora tory . The loca t ion i s in the Morton

Norwich s a l t mine ea s t of Cleveland; Ohio.

CERENKOV SIGNALS

We i l l u s t r a t e the kind of information provided by the

detector in the event of proton decay v i a the d i s t i n c t i v e "back

fco back" mode p+e +n°.

The radius of the Cerenkov ring g i v e s the p o s i t i o n of the

track (ver tex ) j the th ickness of the r ing i s given by the track-

length . Timing of the P.M.T. h i t s y i e l d s a measure of the angle

to the de tec tor w a l l . Each P.M.T. h i t g i v e s 3 space coord inates ,

the r e l a t i v e h i t time (O •*• 512 n s ) , the number of photo -e lec trons

and the time of the de lay h i t (0 •+ 8 usec) in the event of u

decay.

Event t r igger c r i t e r i a are based on the number of tubes

s t r u c k , t h e i r r e l a t i v e l o c a t i o n and t i m i n g .

Monte Carlo s i m u l a t i o n s i n d i c a t e t h e expected p r o p e r t i e s of

the d e t e c t o r :

Energy r e s o l u t i o n

500 MeV shower o = 11%

300 •+ 500 MeV/c vT ,vT 10-15%

p -*• e++it° 8%

*IMB Col laborat ion: UNIV. of CALIF. IRVINE (W. Gojewski, W. Kropp,
F. Reines, I. Schultz, D. Smith, H. Sobel, C. Wuest); UNIV. of MICHIGAN
(R. Bionta, B. Cortez, S. Errede, W. Foster, E. Shumard, D. Sinclair,
J. Stone, L. Sulak, J. Van der Velde); BROOKHAVEN (M. Gold); CALXECH (E.
Lehmann, J. Lo Secco); CLEVELAND STATE (C.B. Bratton); UNIV. of HAWAII
(J . Learned); UNIV. COLLEGE, LONDON (T. J o n e s ) ; TATA INST. FUND. STUDIES
(P.V. Ramananurthy).
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Vertex localization

nucleon decay a z 75 cm

Track direction

unambiguous

Angular resolution

at 300 - SOOMeV/cnSu 4 o « 5°

straight through u 2

u -*• e detection

E ~75% after trigger

position to ~1 m (correlation)

rdirection o » 25°
e ^energy 30-40%

The actual performance during a partial fill (-15' H_0) with

384 P.M.Tls located on the bottom plane showed the P.H.T. noise to

lie at 3.5 KHz with a jitter time of 11.4 ns, figures acceptably

within design limits. 40 hours of operation yielded 10 penetrat-

ing muons and associated stopping muons.

In addition, patterns of P.M.T. hits characteristic of a

pair of simultaneously penetrating muons were seen (Fig. 4) .

1MB status

Clean water production and maintenance were found to be

satisfactory and the electronics operated as planned. The cosmic

ray sample is reasonably well understood and u •+• e decay detect-

able. Both the soft and hardware for data collection and analysis

appear to be coming along satisfactorily.

Plastic liner leaks have been repaired and the fill is

proceeding.

More cosmic ray data are expected in July.

Fill to be completed this summer.*

*Note added after conference (I. Sept. 1982): Detector fully operational and
data collection in progress.
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HARVARD (C. Rubbia), PURDUE (J. Gaidos), WISCONSIN (D. Cline):

HPW PDK DETECTOR (phase I)

This detector* is located in a silver mine near Park City,

Utah, 15OO m.w.e. below ground at the end of a 3 mile adit. It

consists of a plastic (hypalon) lined cylindrical wooden tank

with complete internal mirrors. P.M.T.s are distributed one per

cubic meter throughout the 800 ton volume of clear water. An

electronics trailer at the mine entrance receives signals via a

megaband capacity line from the detector (LS 11/23 near detector,

11/45 computer in trailer) to analyze and record data. Fig. 5

shows a sketch of the detector.

The characteristics of the HPW detector are anticipated

from Monte Carlo simulations to be as listed:

Typical Modes

+ o
p •+ e n+ o

e n

e p

U+n°

Vertex location

Photoelectrons

600 i

593 i

243 i

410 i

-18 d

: 96

: 90

t 54

t 91

b 10 from

collected
(conservative)

n+u->-e

12 cm (for the we11-resolved

e+ n° mode)

40 cm (for less favorable modes)

Decay axis

Energy resolution

>1 event/month

Serious backgrounds

<20%

at xp<l0
31yr

at ~3 events/year.

The detector is complete except for the anticoincidence shield

which is expected to be operational this fall.

*I must to thank Prof. Gaidos for details of the HPW detector.

u
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T KAMIOKA DETECTOR*

f The 2900 m water Cerenkov detector will be viewed by 1000,

? 20" hemispherical P.M.T.s located on the walls of a cylindrical

V; steel tank 15.5 m in diameter and 16 m high. The walls are to be

ß painted black so as to avoid the complications introduced in

| pattern analysis by wall reflections. Excellent light collection

:••>' results from the 20% coverage of the surface area i.e. for the

| decay p-*e +n°, 615(e ) and 649(n°) p.e. are anticipated yielding

|" an energy resolution of 6.6%.
"I"

| The detector is located in the Kamioka (Pb and Zn) mine

%- 300 km west of Tokyo, some 2700 m.w.e. below ground. It is
fi estimated that data will be obtained sometime later this year

P (1982) or early next year.

ft!

feh

l-
t

£
I must to thank dr. K. Takahashi for information regarding the KAMIOKA
experiment.

Collaboration: KEK (H. Ikeda, H. Sugawara, A. Suzuki, K. Takahashi); UNIV.
of TOKYO, PHYSICS (A. Arisaka, T. Fujii, T. Kajita, K. Kawagoe, M. Kobayashi,
T. Mashino, M. Nakahata, A. Nishimura, M. Koshiba) UNIV. of TOKYO, cosmic ray
(J. Arafune, T. Suda); APPLIED PHYSICS, TSUKUBA (Y. Asano, S. Mori).
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2048 PM TUBES

18m

MAX. DIMENSIONS
Fig. 1. 1MB detector
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Fig. 2. Plan and cross section views of the Proton Decay
underground Laboratory

Fig. 3. Idealized Cerenkov pattern for p+e++n°
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Fig. 5. Sketch of HPW water Cerenkov detector
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NEUTRON-ANTINEUTRON OSCILLATIONS FROM AN
EXPERIMENTAL POINT OF VIEW

M. Baldo-Ceolin

Istituto di Fisica dell'Universitä, Padova, Italy
and

I.N.F.N., Sezione di Padova, Padova, Italy

INTRODUCTION

A natural consequence of the grand unified theories (GUT) is the

baryon and lepton number non conservation . In addition to the pre-

diction of the proton decay through a AB=1 process, the possibility has
(2)

been considered that nucleons decay via a AB=2 interaction of the

type for instance

(np) •* mir

Processes of this type are six quarks interactions and are mediated

by bosons with diquarks quantum numbers and appropriate couplings.

An interesting consequence of a AB-2 interaction is the n-n

mixing, sc that neutron states can oscillate in antineutron states

with a process which is of the first order in the effective inter-

action. The characteristic oscillation time is expected to be

T _
nn 6m = V i

AB=2 -1
dec N

where 6m is the n-n energy transition and M is the nucleon mass.
N
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From dimensional arguments, the AB«2 coupling constant is pro-
..-5 (3)

portional to M , where M is the mass of the mediating particles.

As it will be discuss later, it appears possible to measure T - up
8 9 6 nn

to 10 «10 sec, and correspondingly M up to 10 GeV.

In the following 1 will discuss the n-n oscillation from an ex-

perimental point of view. I shall review the experimental situation

and the experimental program and I shall present in detail the re-

sults of the Grenoble experiment searching for n-n oscillations.

1. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS TO DETECT n-n OSCILLATIONS

As mentioned before, according to the AB«2 hypothesis, there must

be a AB=2 neutron-antineutron mixing characterized by a transition

energy

6m - <n|H'|n> -x- /r(AB»2)M

As a consequence an initially pure neutron beam becomes a neutron-

antineutron mixture after a finite time: the characteristic transit-

ion time for free neutrons is

nn 6m

so that if, for instance, r(AB-2) a (1O3°+1O33 years)"1 T - has been
/ # \ £ o fin

evaluated in the order of 10 *10 sec.

The intensity of the antineutron component after a time t in a state

which was initially a pure neutron state results to be

n(t) - n(0) 6m
2 2

6m +AE

(1)

where

4 E - ; E . - E2 ' n n1
and E and E_ are the energies of neutronn n
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and antineutron states respectively

In the case of neutron oscillations in a free space E •=• E_ • E.
n n "

and AE-O. However, neutrons are never free in nature, and there-

fore their interaction with external electromagnetic or nuclear

fields removes the degeneragy between neutron and antineutron

states: this results in the energy splitting AE, which suppresses

the n-n mixing . Typical values for AE ares

1) neutrons in nuclei AE'vlO ' MeV

-18
2) neutrons in the magnetic field of the earth AE^IO MeV.

In order to test the n-n oscillations hypothesis antineutron states

have to be detected in a state that originally was a neutron one.

The antineutron signature will be the release of the typical anti-

neutron annihilation energy E^2 GeV.

The. ratio of antineutron annihilations to the total number of neutrons

provides a measurement of the n-n oscillation time.

The sensitivity of an experiment depends on the total number of the

observed neutrons and on the effective time available for the transit-

ion. Depending on the fact that the observed neutrons are bound in

nuclear matter or are produced at the accelerator or at nuclear reactors,

two types of measurements of the n-n oscillation time can be done: a

static or a dynamical one.

a) Static measurements

In the static case one takes profit of the fact that a very large

number of neutrons are available in nuclear matter and looks for an

effect of matter instability due to antineutron annihilations in

nuclei.

Considering 'neutrons bound in nuclei AE i s very large, so that the
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/6m\2

oscillation amplitude (~j is extremely small, while the oscil-

lation frequency, proportional to AE is very high.

Within a rough approxiination the effect of n-n oscillations in

nuclei would result in an antineutron state in the nuclei with

a quasi constant probability proportional to \~7z) * The annihi-

lation rate of an antineutron state in a nucleus is estimated

to be very high of the order of AE: nuclei would then appear un-

stable against n-n oscillations followed by n-nucleon annihilat-

ion and the decay rate will be

r - (̂)r + %\ UoV (2)
\&E/ ann &E

However, the parameters involved in such an experiment, which in

practice would be similar to that looking for nucleon AB«1, are

known with large incertitudes.

They are mainly:

- the nuclear potentials for neutrons and antineutrons;

- the antineutron annihilation rate;

- the absorption in the nucleus of the ir from annihilation pro-

cesses.

In particular the efficiency for detecting antineutron annihilations

in nuclear matter is expected to be quite small, while 0.3 back-

ground events per ton per year are expected . It appears then that

the limit of this type of experiment in measuring i _ , at least

7 " n

with the present techniques, is T > 10 sec.
nn

b) Dynamic measurement

In this case one uses neutrons produced at artificial sources.

They are propags^ed in vacuum for a time t „ till they

reach an annihilation target where one can detect the it compo-
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nent developped in the meantime. In comparison with the static

measurement, in the dynamical case the external field, to which

neutrons are subjected, can be conveniently reduced so that in

eq. (1) /AE*+önr • t « 1 and the probability o£ a n-n transit-

ion grows proportionally to the square of the neutron time of

flight. The sensitivity on T - one can reach with this type c
nn

experiments can be easily evaluated by the expression

nn

where I is the intensity of the neutron beam, v the neutron ve-

locity, L the flight path length of the neutron in quasi free

I 2 2
conditions (/AE +6ra • t «1) and T is the running time of the

experiment.

-k -5
By reducing the earth magnetic field by factor 10 *10 , t can

12 7
be as long as 1 sec. With 1=10 neutrons/sec and T*vlO sec values

9
of T _ up to 10 sec can be measured,

nn r

One interesting peculiarity of this type of experiments is the

fact that the background can be directly evaluated by changing

AE, i.e. the magnetic field, along the propagation region, the

n-n transition probability being P(n) a — . Moreover, should
AE

an effect be found, it would be possible to modulate its intensi-

ty in that way.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND PERSPECTIVES

Table I summarizes the characteristics of all the experiments proposed

for the measurement of T _ and their present status. As it can be seen,

one can expect to measure T _ up to 10 sec. within a few years.

In the following I will discuss in some details the Grenoble experi-

ment which is the only one presently running and I will show how it
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8
will be possible to measure in Grenoble T - up to 10 sec.

nn

The Grenoble experiment is performed at the 57 MeV reactor of

the Institut Laue-Langevin.

The reactor core is immersed in liquid D O , which brings the

fission neutrons quickly to thermal equilibrium at room temperatu-

re (<E >t>2.5*10 eV). A liquid deuterium moderator near the core
n

cools the neutrons further down to a temperature of about 25"K

(<E ><v2»10 eV). Cold neutron beams are transported to the experi-
n

mental areas by means of neutron guide tubes using the neutron total

reflection.

The experimental set up is shown in Fig. 1. It is a modified version

of the set up already used for the first measurement of the n-ii oscil-
(8)

lation time with a neutron beam , which provided as a result
5 (9)

T ->10 sec at 90% c.l. .
nn -5

Cold neutrons from a beam guide enter a high vacuum region (t<10 torr)

and propagate along a beam guide A.5 m lonp followed by a large drift

vessel, 2.7 m long, the whole surrounded by the three u metal layers

in order to reduce the magnetic field inside to <10 gauss. The beam

is dumped at the end of the drift vessel in a LiF target of 5A cm

diameter. The neutron mean flight time in the quasi free conditions has
-2 9 -1

been evaluated to be 3.10 sec. The neutron flux -1.5*10 n sec is

continuously monitored as well as the magnetic field, which has been

found quite stable during the whole experiment.

The n component, which may be present in the beam, is expected to

annihilate in the target.

The detector of the annihilation products consists of a system of

scintillator counters, each 4 cm large and 0.6 cm Chick. They are

arranged inside the u metal shield in two orthogonal planes in the

forward direction and in a barrel of 56 elements 1 m long in the back-

ward direction . Outside the u metal shield there are two sets of large

scintillator counters: T and B in the Fig. 1 and a system of limited

streamer tube* 'planes, interspaced with 0.5 cm thick Al or Fe plates,
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placed in forward direction and all around the target.

Each wire plane provides two coordinates for each crossing parti-

cle so that it is possible to reconstruct the n annihilation vertex

for most of the events. The trigger requires a coincidence of the

forward hodoscope with the T and B counters, in anticoincidence with

the cosmic ray veto counters. These are placed outside the detector

and are separated from it by 20 cm of iron in order to avoid self-

vetoing of a good event.

Data are collected continuously with the reactor on and off. A very

preliminary analysis has been done on a sample of data corresponding

to MiO days of effective running time: half of them were taken in

runs with the reactor on and in normal conditions, the remaining were

taken with the reactor off or with the reactor on and with a magnetic

field of a few tenth of a gauss produced by a suitable coil inside the

oscillation region so that the n transition probability was quite re-

duced and only background events were expected.

In order to be able to reconstruct the vertex of the events with

enough resolution, it was required for a candidate events to have at

least: one track in the front part of the detector, one in the back-

ward part, plus a third one with at least one of the tracks pointing

upward. No events have been found satisfying these conditions, with

the vertex in the annihilation target, both in the candidate and in the

background sample, indicating that x - > 10 sec.
nn

A very significative result of this preliminary analysis is that the

background is totally negligible. This result allows the definition of

8
the project for a new measurement of T _ with a sensitivity ^10 sec.

Cold neutrons will be guided by means of a neutron beam guide ̂ 60 m

long, 72 cm in cross section into the experimental area. A new cold

source will be soon installed at the ILL reactor, and the beam guide

will be in operation in 1985. The neutron current at the exit of the

guide will be 115*10 n sec , and /<v> = 450 m sec . Neutrons

fe-
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will propagate in "quasi free condition" along a drift vessel
2

*v30 m long with a cross-section of "--1.5 m at the end. The magne-

tic shielding is extended over the last n>10 m of the beam guide.

The corresponding average oscillation tine will be t t 0.080 sec.

The annihilation target will be a 100 u thick Carbon foil provid-

ing an n annihilation probability = 1. The Carbon foil will scatter

t>2a10 n sec , a number which is comparable with the number of neutrons

absorbed in the target in the present experiment. In these conditions a

detector of the same type as tha present one, can well oparate, and the

number of background events is expected to be totally negligible im a

2*10 sec operation time.

The apparatus, schematically represented in Fig. 2, will have a vertex

detector followed by a calorimeter, and it will cover a solid anglm

— * 0.6, GO that the detection efficiency for an antineutron-atmilhilat-

ion will be E - 0.8. The expected sensitivity one can reach in one year
o

of operation time is then T - *v. 2*10 sec.K nn

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 - Experimental set-up of the Grenoble II experiment.

Fig. 2 - A possible set-up for the Grenoble III experiment.
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TABLE I

n-n oscillations experiments

Experiment

Grenoble XX

Pavia

0 * Ridge (12)

LAMPF <13>

0»ega West <">

Grenoble III

n drift
length
in m

4.5

16

20

30

50

30+10

n drift
time
in sec.

3«1O"2

7'1O"3

8'1O"3

2.3-10"2

8'1O"2

neutron
current
n see""1

1.5.1O9

2.5-1O11

4 ,IO13

3 .1012

3 -1011

5 .10 U

detection
efficiency

C.36

0.45

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.8

sensitivity
in tO7 sec.
90Z C.L-(back
ground zero
is assumed)

1.5-106 sec.

5 «106

7.5»1O7

3.6-1O7

2-1O7

l«108

status

running

in ;-.::>oaration

project

project

project

project

I
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THE SOLAR NEUTRINO PROBLEM

6. Zatsepin

INR, Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Moscow

There were different periods in the evolution of our

approach to the understanding of stars. In 1926 A.Eddington [l]

wrote "... it is reasonable to hope that in a not too distant

future we shall be competent to understand so simple a thing as

a star". But 50 years later the situation changed. In 1976

E.Parker [2] wrote "... we know so much about the Sun that nearly

every aspect of the Sun present a dilemma. There is no other star

about which we know enough to be so puzzled". We can agree with

M.Schwarzschild [3] who told "... we have missed few changes to

err until new data freshly gleaned from nature set us right

again for the next steps". In this development neutrinos played

a significant role. They characterize nuclear reactions which

occur in the interior of the Sun.

As early as in 1946 B.Pontecorvo [4] has proposed to detect

solar neutrinos by means of a substance containing chlorine. The

radiochemical method using the reaction

37Cl + v 37A + e

was brilliantly developed and performed in the Brookhaven Natio-

nal laboratory by R.Davis [5] and his colleagues. One should

especially mention that to detect solar neutrinos they had to be

able to increase the sensitivity of the installation more than

tenfold as compared to the initial calculations which were per-

formed before the experiment, as one can see form Fig.l. The

breakdown of the theoretical predictions is mainly due to more

correct input parameters in the solar model, and the increase

in the amount of the experimental data after 1974 is mainly due

to the improvement in the procedure of statistical calculations

due to a new approach by Aurela and B. Cleave land. Although
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A.
•i

Pontecorvo's reaction has a usual threshold E.. =0.814 MeV, the
37

transition to the ground state of Ar has a small matrix element,

and the effective transition to the analogous level has a thresh-

old Eth.eff.
= 5 HeV (Bahcall 1964)[25]. Due to these facts chlo-

g

rine is mainly sensitive to high energy neutrinos emited by B

(0-14 MeV). The results of Davis's experiment estonished many

astrophysicists. The rate of the generation of Ar atoms in the

chlorine target under the flux of solar neutrinos turned out to

be about 4 times lower than the rate predicted by the standard

model of the Sun after all input parameters were remeasured and

recalculated. The standard model of the Sun was developed by the

efforts of many astrophysicists, especially by J.Bahcall and one

can read all details of it in a new comprehensive article of

J.Bahcall et al [6]. One can see that the most probable rate Q

of Ar generation in this model for Davis's 615 tons of C-CJ.

is 1,435 atoms per day or 7,6 SNU (One SNU is the probability

for 1 atom of target Isotope to be converted into a daughter

element per second multiplied by 10 ) :

theor
(4'2 i S N 0-

For the Davis's tank of 615 tons of C.CI. 1SNU is equivalent to

0,189 atoms per day. From the experimental results of R.Davis

one finds Q_x_ = 0,34 atoms

SNU. This means that

37Ar per day, or Q
exp

(1,80 + 0,30)

0 ^ = 4,2 + 1,1
exp

In the evaluation of the experimental value we have taken into

consideration that now, after the direct measurements of the muon

intensity in the Home Stake mine [8], the expected background,

caused by cosmic rays, should be increased by 25 %, and taken to

be not 0,08 but 0,10 + 0,02 atoms per day on the basis of the

renewed calculations [9]. As it was pointed out many times, the

cause of this disagreement may be 1) in astrophysics, 2) in nuc-

lear cross-sections involved in termonuclear reactions, or 3) in

the properties of neutrinos.
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Astrophysical assumptions are rather numerous and to solve

the solar neutrino puzzle Is better to begin with points 2 and 3.

One should remeasure all nuclear cross-sections Involved 1 , the

hydrogen chain, especially those which are at branching points.

The hydrogen chain is written in Table 1. The decisive cross-sec-

tions are:

1) o(3He + 3He), 2) a(3He + 4He), 3) the capture rate of

electrons by Be, and 4) the cross-section of Be +p. In the

measurements of all these cross-sections during the last 2O years

a great progress was done, but it is too early to be confident

that all nuclear input data are correct. This was demonstrated
3 7

by new measurements of the He(o,y) Be cross-section by the

Münster-Stutgart collaboration [10] which gave the low-energy

cross-section factor S,.(E) extrapolated to E=0 the value

S3. = 0,30 + 0,03 KeV'barns instead of that used by Bahcall et al

[6] S 3 4 = 0,52 + 0,15 KeV barns [6]. But the preliminary new

results of the Caltech group [6] again give a higher factori

in two different measurements they received [6]: S,. = 0,51 +

0,03 and S 3 4 = 0,56 + 0,03. If the Mlinster-Stutgart result

S,. = O,3O is a correct one instead of S-. = 0,53, the difference

in theoretical and experimental results will diminish 1,55 times,

if all others cross sections, especially S,3 will be the same,

as formerly accepted. This shows that until now we have no

confident situation in nuclear input parameters* They must be

remeasured and recalculated, because without their knowledge the

physics of the Sun can't be properly interpreted.

The properties of the neutrino, as was pointed out by

B.Pontecorvo in 1957 [11], long before the solar neutrino puzzle

has appeared, are also in doubt. The problem of neutrino oscilla-

tions in the last years has become one of the most fashionable

problems in experimental and theoretical physics of elementary

particles. If one supposes that there are 3 families of leptons,

that the mixing is maximal and that v Z v oscillation also occur

[11], one finds that, at large distances where all the oscillations

take on their average values, the v„ flux can be 6 times smaller!
H 8

The chlorine detector is sensitive mainly to B neurlnos and B

production is strongly dependent on the temperature of the inte-

rior of the Sun. Without neutrino oscillations Davis's experi-
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mental results must be interpreted as evidence for low central

temperature of the Sun, about 10 % lower than that of the standard

model. But if neutrino oscillations give really the maximal

factor 6, the real temperature of the Sun can be even higher than

that given by the standard model of the Sun. The problem of os-

cillations can become much clearer if we can perform an experiment

the results of which are model independent. This can be done by

measurements of pp neutrinos from the initial reaction of the

proton-proton chain. The result is dependent only on the assump-

tion that the Sun is in termal equilibrium. It does not depend

even on the nuclear cross-sections. A good approach to the ideal

pp neutrino detector is the Ga •+ Ge experiment proposed by

V.A.Kuzmin in 1963 [12], because of the low threshold of the
71Ga-71Ge transition (0,245 MeV). The calculated yield for the

standard model with no oscillations [6] is \$a = 106 SNO x

(1 ± O
f
0o)f in which 67 SNU are contributed by pp neutrinos (and

are model independent) . If the cause of the discrepancies in the

CI experiment are the oscillations, we shall have with the

standard model an about 4,2 times smaller yield: 25 SNU, but if

the maximal mixing coefficient 6 occurs (and the Sun is more

hot as in the standard model) than the yield will be even smaller.

When we shall know all nuclear cross-sections and shall have

experimental data on CI and Ga, we shall be able to say about

the oscillation factor of neutrinos and the central temperature

of the Sun. At present two experiments with Ga are under prepara-

tion - an experiment by IHR of the Academy of Sciences of the

USSR at Baksan Neutrino Observatory and the other by the Brook-

haven-Max Planck cooperation at Home Stake Mine. Both groups

plan to use 50 tons of Ga each to be able to observe a Ge

generation rate of about 1 aiom per day for the J^o = 67 SNU.

Both groups plan to begin the experiments in 1985-1986.

These experiments concerning neutrino oscillations have
2 ""12 2

record sensitivity to the A m factor down to 10 eV , but can-

not pretend to measure small mixing angles, because of rather

small expected statistics and many additional input parameters

involved.

After this experiment (with confident cross sections) we

shall be able to say that we understand the involvement of
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neutrino properties in the solar neutrino astronomy. In case we

shall not be able to explain the puzzle of the Davis chlorine .

results by oscillation, we shall be forced to build a new model

of the Sun. And even now we have already many indications that

the standard model is not good enough to explain many experimental

data. Such data are« absence of Li in the convective zone« long

periods in the heliosismology. For this purpose we need much more

information. We have to study in every detail the neutrino spectro-
scopy [13],[14] of the Sun. Using different radiochemical targets

it would be possible to approach this goal. Radiochemical methods

for neutrino spectroscopy can be applied because of a specific

property of expected neutrino fluxes from the Sun. The intensity

of lower energy neutrinos is expected to be much higher than

that of higher energy. The pp neutrinos are expected to be about
A Q

10 times more intensive than those from B, and others are inter-

mediate in energy and intensity. That gives the possibility to

use detectors with different thresholds. Now many different iso-

topes are proposed which are selectively sensitive to neutrinos

generated in different termonuclear reactions in the hydrogen

chain. In addition to CI and Ga, the following isotopes were

proposed: Li, which is selectively sensitive to pep neutrinos
81

for the model of a low temperature Sun; Br, which is sensitive

to Be neutrinos and some others. In the case of a low temperature

Sun Li will give us information on the central density of the

Sun, because for pep neutrinos three particles are involved in

the reaction. Probably direct counting neutrino method with In

loaded scintillator [28] will give additional information on the

energy spectrum of solar neutrinos.

Now I shall speak about much more speculative matter. The

characteristic time which connects (by gravitational energy) the

nuclear energy release and the luminosity of the Sun is of the

order 10 years. Therefore, the constant luminosity of the Sun

does not allow to make the conclusion that the rate of nuclear

reactions is constant [15], and it is of interest to study the

possible variations of neutrinos experimentally. The analysis

of data of laboratory type experiment like Davis' can give us

information on the short period variations [15-19] and the use
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of some geological depositions can provide us with the informa-

tion about a long past [23]. To make independent judgement possi-

ble. Fig.2. represents the original Davis results, and Fig.3.

represents the average for 4 months periods. The attempt of the

analysis performed by many author [16-19] up to date brought them

to the conclusion on the existance of variations with a period

around two years and some anticorrelation with the solar activity

cycle. It must be mentioned that the statistical confidence level

of these results is not high enough, because of large statistical

errors in the experiment. Larger chlorine installation is

needed to solve this problem, or much longer time of measurements.

Chlorine target is for this purpose most preferable, because

it detects B neutrinos, whose generation in priciple could

be varied if there exists a periodic admixture [21] of He to the

central region of the Sun from more peripheral layers. The

possible great influence by He on the structure of the Sun

was stressed1 by G.Kocharov et al. [20]. This idea led Yu.Kopysov

[21] to conclude from the analysis of neutrino luminosity varia-

tions [19] that the cause of these variations are approximately

2 years period dipole type oscillations of matter in the inner

part of the Sun.

From the theoretical point of view it is very difficult, to

build a mechanism with a short period of the processes, which
o

will change the B production by a factor of two because one

should change the amount of He about twice in the fast burning

zone of the Sun each yearl

The program of the Baksan Neutrino Observatory of the INR

of the Academy of sciences of the USSR includes the construction

of a 3000 ton installation with C2CI2. This outweighs the Brookha-

ven installation about 5 times. The expected background of cosmic

rays is about 2-2,5 times lower. This will give possibilities to

measure the B neutrino flux with better precision. The construc-

tion will be completed only in the late 80s.

The problem of the past neutrino luminosity of the Sun came

up after the work of Dilke and D.Gough [22]. The experimental

possibilities were proposed by the Brookhaven-Max Plank collabo-

ration [23] and then the Mo project was analysed in detail [24].

The existence of such isotopes is based on the idea put forward
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by J.Bahcall [25] long ago that transitions caused by neutrinos

may go to the exited state of the daughter element by an allowed

transition and the e-capture inverse decay from the ground state

may be forbidden. Unstable daughter elements with highly forbidden
A 1 A1

e-capture are produced on such stable isotopes like K, Br,
97Mo, 9 8Mo, 2 O 5T1. The Mo project is under development in LANL.

The target isotope must be buried deep underground to prevent

cosmic ray induced reactions and not to be too contaminated by

radioactivity. The daughter element after the extraction should

undergo mass spctrometric analysis. Table 2. gives the main data

about these targets. If these measurements will be performed they

will give us information about the integrated neutrino luminosity

in the different energy regions over the mean life time of the

daughter elements. Mo and Tl are especially interesting because

they cover the glaciation period and can be used as a direct check

of Gough model of mixing.

Electronic methods

There is a great difficulty to register neutrinos by direct

electronic methods bacause of the radioactive . background. In

usual conditions if we detect only the energy of the electron

the radioactive background is at least 10 times higher than the

expected counting rate of the solar neutrinos. The first coura-

geous attack was done in the middle of the 60s by the group of

P.Reines [26]. They have won a factor of 10 , but the other fac-

tor 10 remained.

Why direct electronic methods are so needed [27, 27a ]?

By the radiochemical methods it is easy to put an upper limit on

the solar neutrino flux. But they give no direct evidence that

the effect is really connected with solar neutrinos. We can only

show that the effect is not connected with radioactivity or with

,. cosmic rays and their progeny generated in the atmosphere. If we

look only the data received by one type of radiochemical detector

we cannot even say what is the energy of the neutrinos which

produced the effect. The most direct experiment certainly would

be the observation of the elastic scattering of solar neutrinos

on electrons. In this case the direction of the neutrinos coming
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.. from the source will be determined. Other types of electronic

detection would be also very important if they could determine

the energy of the absorbed neutrinos. The Bell Laboratories are

) now exploring the experiment with indium loaded liquid scintilla-

tor proposed by R.Raghavan [28]. Neutrino detected by indium

In + v •*• Snx + e~ gives quite a characteristic signature: a prompt

electron with energy Ey » 128 KeV, and a pair of coincident Y

I rays with a 3,3 ysec half time delay of 116 and 498 KeV. The main

. difficulty is the internal background caused by the indium radio-

; activity itself. One should have a very good time, energy and

: spatial resolution to overcome the background [29].

Of course all electronic detection methods will give a

precise time of each detected neutrino. This will permit automa-

tically to check the conclusion made in [18] that there is a

positive correlation between the Ar rate production and solar

•V flares which give a cosmic ray intensity increase on the Earth

• including the famous run 27. The electronic method is very effec-

V tive for short time neutrino flashes observations which could be

;; observed even when solar flares occur on the opposite side of the

I;. Sun by detection of high energy neutrinos (~ 50 MeVj. But again

; the direct calculations of neutrino fluxes with usually accepted

' parameters of solar flares give rather discourageous results.

With this short survey of the solar neutrino problem I wished

to show not only the great diffucilties of solar neutrino experi-

;-- ments but also to stress the active development of experimental

and theoretical ideas. The solar neutrino problem is closely

connected with experimental measurements of nuclear cross sec-

r: tions. Confident and precise values of S.,,, S34, S-. are needed.

I hope that during the decade a major progress of solar

neutrino astronomy as well as helioseismology will occur and our

understanding of the Sun will become much closer to the truth.
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TABLE 1 .

The main energy source of energy In the Sun-hydrogen chain,

(standard so lar model).

(1) 1H+1H * 2D+e++v(0-0.42 MeV) 1H+1H+e~ -»• 2D+v(1,442 MeV)

99,75% 0.25%

(2) 2D+1H -»• 3He+Y

(4) •'He+'He •* 'Be+Y(3) "He+^He -*• ^He+2 H

(5) 7Be+e" •*
 7Li+v (0.86 MaV) (6) 7Be+ H •*• B+Y

(0.38 MeV)

7Li+1H •*- 2 4He
8B-*8Be*+ e++v

I
2 4He

(0-14 MeV)

P.-
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TABLE 2

Some parameters for the isotopes on which neutrinos give long

nonstable daughter isotopes

Target % of natural Daughter Half-life- SNU
isotopes abundance isotope time years standard

model

Sensible mainly to pp neutrino flux

70,5 2O5D.« 1,4-1O7 514

7 8
Sensible to Be, B and pep neutrinos

81 B r 49,5 81 K r, 2,1-1O5 16,6

97Mo 9,5 97Tc* 2,6«1O6 5,5 ?

Sensible only to B neutrinos

98Mo

41K

23

6

,8

,3

98Te»

41Ca»

4»2-

1-

106

105

6f9
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F I G U R E C A P T I O N S

Fig.l« Original theoretical and experimental results published
in different years. Errors - 1 standard deviation.

Fig.2. Original Brookhaven results of all runs beginning from
18 up to 69 after a contemporary statistical analysis.
The last point is the average 1,9 + O,3 SNU.

Fig.3. A histogramm of the production rate of argon-37 atoms
averaged by 4 month period (E.A.Gavryusheva).
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Abstract

The Fermilab 15-ft bubble chamber, filled with a heavy J
neon-hydrogen mix, was exposed to a narrow band Vp, beam. v;
Based on the observation of 830 charged current v̂ , inter- •
actions, the cross section was found to rise linearly with
the neutrino energy in the interval, 10 GeV £ E v «* 240 GeV, -\
with a constant slope of:

ov/E = (0.64+0.05) 10 cm'GeV .

This result is discussed in relation to other experiments. •]

1. INTRODUCTION j

The cross section of the charged current processes, j

v + N - n~ + X
V + N - {i+ + X

for neutrino energies above 10 GeV, was previously determined .;.
in several narrow band experiments.^ With the exception of
the Caltech-Columbia-Fermilab-Rochester-Rockefeller (CCFRR)
measurement, 2 a n experiments gave consistent results on the :
cross section slopes, <TV/EV and a~/E~. The comparatively
high results obtained by the CCFRR1 collaboration at the 2

Fermilab narrow band beam increased the interest of the
bubble chamber experiments which were taking data concurrently \
in the same neutrino beam and were using the same neutrino H
flux monitoring. ;|
* !,1
Research supported in part by the Department of Energy l|
and the National Science Foundation. :f

** On leave from Heidelberg University, Heidelberg, ;§
F.R. Germany. |!
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The neutrino data were obtained and analyzed by the
BNL-Columbia-Rutgers collaboration and the result on ov/Ev
is the subject of this contribution- The anti-neutrino
data were analyzed by the Berkeley-Fermilab-Hawaii collabora-
tion and the result on <j~/E~ was also submitted to this
conference • 3

2. THE EXPERIMENT

The layout of the Fermilab narrow band neutrino beam is
shown in Fig. 1. The 400 GeV protons hit a beryllium target
and produce secondary particles which are momentum and sign
selected by the N-30 magnetic train. The source of neutrinos
is the decay of secondary pions and kaons along the 340 meter
decay pipe. All particles except neutrinos are absorbed in
the beam dump and the 910 meter earth shielding which precedes
the neutrino detectors. In the figure, the positions of the
CCPRR counter experiment and of ^he 15-ft bubble chamber are
indicated.

2.1 Magnetic Train and Neutrino Flux Monitoring

Data were taken with the momentum of the secondary
particle beam selected at five different values: 120, 140,
165, 200, and 250 GeV/c Neutrinos from pion decays covered
the energy range 0 s Ey < 80 GeV and those from kaon decays
extended the energy range to 240 GeV.

The neutrino flux at the bubble chamber was obtained from
counting the charged secondary particles in ionization chambers
situated at the expansion port and at the target manhole (see
Fig. 1). Segmented wire ionization chambers measured the beam
divergence and allowed to discard, offline, beam pulses with
unsatisfactory steering. The proportion of pions and kaons in
the secondary beam was measured by a differential Cherenkov
counter, situated at the expansion port, which was placed into
the beam at regular time intervals. The monitoring of the
secondary beam, the calibration of the ionization chambers
and the analysis of the Cherenkov counter data were performed
by the CCFRR collaboration-* Details may be found in Ref. 4.
To obtain the neutrino flux at the bubble chamber on a burst-
by-burst basis, that is, the correct normalization to the
bubble chamber exposures, the relevant flux monitor information
was combined with a beam transport and decay Monte Carlo- In
Fig. 2, the energy-weighted neutrino flux at the bubble chamber,
as a function of the radial distance from the beam center, is
compared to a similar distribution obtained by the CCFRR
collaboration. Detailed comparisons of this kind indicate
that possible differences in the cross section arising from
the flux normalization are smaller than !%•

*
We are grateful to the CCFRR collaboration for supplying
us with all the relevant information concerning the
neutrino flux and for many critical discussions.
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2.2 The 15-ft Bubble Chamber

The Fermilab 15-ft bubble chamber was filled with a
59% atomic neon-hydrogen mix- This mixture is an almost
perfect "isoscalar" target with a slight proton excess of
3.4%. The bubble chamber operated in a 30 kG magnetic field.
The liquid density was monitored during data taking by the
bubble chamber support group: Liquid samples were submitted
to a Chromatographie analysis. The average density determined
by this method was <p> = 0.71 .+ 0.04 g cm-3. An independent
determination of <p> was obtained from the data: Using the
range of protons stopping in the liquid and their momentum
from the curvature in the magnetic field, the value <p> =
0.715 _+ 0.020 g cm~3 was obtained, in good agreement with
the Chromatographie analysis. The error includes systematic
uncertainties of 2%. This density corresponds to a radiation
length of «* 40 cm and an interaction length of « 125 cm; thus,
for a typical charged current neutrino interaction, the muon
leaves the bubble chamber, while hadrons are likely to interact.

3. DATA ANALYSIS

3.1 Selection of Charged Current Events

At the five settings of the secondary beam momentum
quoted in Section 2.1, a total of 98,000 bubble chamber frames
was recorded. All frames were scanned for possible neutrino
interactions but for the cross section determination, only
78,000 frames with a valid flux monitor information were
retained. A fiducial volume requirement assured a high
detection efficiency for charged current interactions-

The scanning efficiency was obtained from double scanning
60% of the frames. It was found to be (93 + 4)%.

Neutrino interactions were selected by requiring the
total visible energy of the event to be more than 10 GeV and
the angle of the total visible momentum vector with the
neutrino direction to be less than 45°. These requirements
greatly reduced backgrounds from cosmic radiation and from
neutral particles produced before the bubble chamber. At this
stage, the number of events was 1043. To select charged
current interactions, the fastest leaving negative track was
taken to be a muon; its momentum was required to be higher
than 2 GeV/c The charged current sample obtained in this way
contained 830 events.

3-2 Neutral Current Background

The principal background to the above charged current
sample came from neutral current interactions in which a ir~
with a momentum above 2 GeV/c leaves the bubble chamber
without interacting in the liquid. The method of determining
this "hadronic punchthrough" background is described below.

Because all positive tracks in the data sample are
hadrons, the ratio L+/l+ of the number of leaving to inter-
acting positive tracks is a measure of the hadronic punchthrough;
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it is a property of the bubble chamber liquid and depends on
the track momentum.* This ratio, multiplied by the number of
interacting negative tracks^ Ip» of a given momentum and summed
over all momenta,** gives Ljjj , the number of leaving negative
hadrons:

For a given event, only the fastest of the leaving negative
hadrons is simulating a muon; thus to obtain the number of
fake charged current events, one has to subtract from L^ the
number of successive leaving negative tracks with P > 2 GeV/c.
In this way, a neutral current background of (12 HH 4)% was
obtained. The method has the additional merit to include
also the background from neutral particles other than neutrinos.

An alternative method consists of disregarding, for each
event in the charged current sample, the fastest leaving
negative track which is supposed to be a muon. The truncated
events simulate the hadronio part of neutral current events;
thus, asking for a second leaving negative track with a
momentum above 2 GeV/c determines the hadronic punchthrough
probability. Using this probability in an iterative way, a
punchthrough background of (9 +̂  2)% was obtained. The two
methods having given compatible results, we used the combined
result of (10 + 2)%.

3.3 Othex* Backgrounds

For the cross section determins -on, one has to disregard
events for which the neutrino originated upstream of the
momentum selecting slit (see Fig. 1) of the narrow band beam,
because the corresponding parent pions or kaons are usually
not detected by the ionization chambers, thus not considered
in the neutrino flux measurement. This "wide band background"
was directly measured by the CCFRR collaboration by closing
the momentum selecting slit-t Their result of (2.5 +_ 0.5)%
was used in the present analysis-*

Interactions produced by cosmic radiation were largely
suppressed by the total energy and angle requirements. The
residual background was found to be (0.4 ± 0.4)% by counting
events with the momentum vector pointing into the backward
direction with respect to the neutrinos.

The fact that positive hadrons contain some protons while
negative hadrons are mostly pions was taken into account
by studying interactions of pions from identified KO decays.

** One has to include all events, with and without a muon, in
the track counting.

t The corresponding bubble chamber data were statistically
insignificant.
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3.4 Losses Due to Kinematic Cuts

Corrections due to the kinematic cuts were small. The
visible energy cut at 10 GeV implied a loss of (1 ± l)%.
To correct for the cut at 2 GeV/c on the muon momentum, each
event was weighted according to the unsampled part of the
scaling-y distribution.* The total correction, averaged
over all events, amounted to (3.6 + 1)55.

The possibility of losing events with low track
multiplicity at the scanning stage was investigated. Events
with a p." and one positive track are expected from the quasi-
elastic reaction, v + n -• M>~ + P» and from some single pion
channels; their contribution to the total cross section was
estimated to be (3 + 1)%- By counting these "low topology"
events in the sample, this loss was estimated to be (1 ± !)%•

Table 1 summarizes all corrections to the charged current
data sample. The number on the bottom line is the corrected
number of charged current events which enter into the cross
section determination.

3.5 Determination of the Cross Section Slope

Assuming a linear rise with neutrino energy (Ev), the
cross section slope is given by:

CTv/Ev " Ncc / W •
N is the corrected number of charged current events in
c c Table 1, and N

V i

W = [Nueleons/Fiducial Volume] * E E . • A.
i=l v x

is the corresponding normalization obtained from the beam
transport and decay Monte Carlo. The summation runs over
all generated neutrinos; E^* is the energy of the itn

neutrino and Aj^ the potentxal pathlength of the ith neutrino
within the fiducial volume. The three sources of neutrinos,

TT+ - u.V. , K + - n.+v . and K + - v0^,, ,
have been considered. Normalizing to the total number of
parent pions and kaons detected by the ionization chambers
during the active time of the experiment, one obtains:

W = (1298 + 66) 1038GeV/cm2 .

The error is due to uncertainties in the flux monitoring
and beam composition measurement (4%), to uncertainties
of the Monte Carlo parameters (1%), and to the error on
the bubble chamber liquid density (3%) . Using the above
value of W, one obtains av/E

v
 = 0.635 * 10-38cm2/GeV. To

express the cross section slope for any "isoscalar" target,
one has to correct for the slight proton excess of the

* For the y distribution (do/dy) ~ [(1+B) + (1-B) (1-y)2] I
was used with B = 0.8. f
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neon-hydrogen mixture. Using 2<jp - o n , the final result

a A « (0.64 + 0.02 + 0.04)10~38 cm2/GeV

was obtained. The first error is statistical, coming
essentially from the number of observed charged current
events and the second includes all systematic uncertainties
related to the corrections of Table 1, the flux monitoring
and the liquid density. The total systematic error reduces
to 0.02 if the uncertainties of the flux monitoring, common
to this experiment and the CCFRR measurement, are not
considered.

3.6 Consistency Checks and Searches for Systematic Biases

The five settings of the secondary beam momentum
constitute five independent experiments. The corresponding
results, presented in Table 2, are consistent with each other.

In order- to te3t the long term stability over several
months of data taking, we calculated o^/Ev for each of the
55 rolls of film. The distribution of results did not show
any trend with time and the spread of results was consistent
with the statistical expectation.

To detect possible biases related to specific parts of
the fiducial volume, we studied the distribution of event
vertices along the beam direction, along the horizontal and
vertical coordinates transverse to the beam and in radial
bins around the beam center. No significant deviation from
expectations was found.

The scanning was performed by the three institutions
of the collaboration. In order to check the homogeneity of
the scanning, we determined ov/Ey separately for the three
institutions and found consistent results.

4. CROSS SECTION AS A FUNCTION OF NEUTRINO ENERGY

In the previous sections, the cross section slope,
averaged over all neutrino energies, was determined.

To determine the energy dependence of a^/Ey , one has
to reconstruct the energy of the incoming neutrino for each
event. One approach is to correct the "visible" energy for
the undetected energy carried by neutral particles. The
resulting energy resolution is typically AEV/EV SB 0.15 for
Ev < 100 GeV and higher for E*. > 100 GeV, with asymmetric
tails.

A more reliable approach is based on the dichromatic
property of the narrow band beam which permits one to
determine the neutrino energy from the radial position of
the interaction vertex. The neutrino energy is related to
the radial distance, R, from the center of the neutrino beam
by the expression: *

2V BvE
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where Ev is the neutrino energy in the parent1s center of
mass system, L is the mean separation between the parent's
decay point and the neutrino interaction point, and *y is
the Lorentz boost factor of the parent particle- This method
implies a decision for each event regarding the parent (pion
or kaon) of the neutrino- Because for the predominant
decay modes, w -* u,v and K -* Hv» the cm.s. neutrino energies
are very different, [EV*(TT) =0.03 GeV, whereas EV*(K) =
0.236 GeV], a crude determination of the event energy is
sufficient to reach this decision. A convenient method of
separating the events from the two sources of neutrinos is
based on the quantity:

where Evis *-
s t n s visible energy increased by 5% to correct

for the undetected neutral particles; Er
R and E K

R are the
energies predicted from the radial position, assuming the
parent of the neutrino to be a pion or kaon, respectively.
The distribution of events as a function of S (Fig. 3) shows
a clear clustering around the expected values of 0 and 1.

The cross section slope as a function of neutrino energy
is shown in Fig. 4- The error bars include the uncertainty
related to the use of S to separate the two sources of
neutrinos. The data do not indicate any deviation from a
linear rise of the cross section.

5. DISCUSSION

We reported on a new determination of the charged current
cross section slope, <rv/Ey , from a bubble chamber experiment
which was running concurrently with the CCFRR counter
experiment. Based on 830 events, the cross section was found
to rise linearly with neutrino energy within the interval
10 GeV <: Ev «* 240 GeV; the slope was found to be:

<JV/EV = (0.64 + 0.05) 10~38 cn

Without being in disagreement with the CCFRR result,
this measurement favors the lower value obtained by earlier
experiments. This can be seen from Table 3 where our result
is presented together with previously available neutrino
and anti-neutrino results. The table includes the anti-
neutrino result of the Berkeley-Fermilab-Hawaii bubble
chamber measurement, which also favors the lower value
obtained by earlier experiments.
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Table It Corrections to the Charged Current Event Sample

Uncorrected sample:

Scanning efficiency:

Low-multiplicity losses:

Neutral current background:

Wide band background:

Cosmic radiation:

Visible energy cut:

Muon momentum cut:

Corrected number of charged current events: 823 +, 50

Table 2: a /E for Specific Settings of the Secondary
v v Beam Momentum

Momentum (GeV) a /E (10~38cm2.GeV )

120 0.58 + 0.06
140 0.65 + 0.04
165 0.62 ± 0.04
200 0.68 + 0.06
250 0.64 + 0.05

Correction

93

1

10

2.5

0.4

1

3.6

+

+
+

+

4%

1%

2%

0.5%

0.4%

1%

1%

Events
830 + 29
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Table 3:

Experiment [10~38cm2GeV"1]

Summary of High Energy Neutrino and Anti-Neutrino
Charged Current Cross Sections

[10-38cm2GeV-1]

0.62+0.03

0.604+0.009+;0.031
0.663+0.012+.0.025
0.701+0.004+0.025

0.64+0.02+0.04

a J.G.H. deGroot et al, Z. Phys. Cl, 143 (1978).
b M. Jonker et al, Phys. Lett. 99B. 265 (1981).
c P. Pritze, Proc. of the 1981 Int. Conf. on Neutrino
_ Physics and Astrophysics, Maul, Hawaii, Vol. I, p. 344.
« Ref. 3.
e Ref. 4.

CDHSa

CHARM1*

BEBCC

CCFRRd

BPH0

This
Experiment

0.30+0.02

0.301+0.008+0

0.303+0.010+0

0.3 50+0.004.+0

0.30+0.02

.016

.011

.022
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EXPANSION PORT
•ION CHAMBER
•CHERENKOV

TARGET MANHOLE
•ION CHAMBER

TARGET
CCFRR

PROTONS

15"

. TRAIN • DECAY PIPE . SHIELDING , ,
h-60m—f- 340m - + • 910m - f — 100m—1

Fig. 1 Layout of the Fermilab narrow band neutrino/anti-
neutrino beam. The approximate positions of the 15-ft bubble
chamber and of the CCFRR counter experiment are indicated.

Fig- 2 Energy-weighted neutrino flux at the bubble chamber in
radial bins around the beam center. Secondary momentum: 200
GeV/c. Neutrinos from a) TT+ Î+VH ; b) K+̂ Vt+vp.. Full historgram:
this experiment; crosses: CCFRR experiment.
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0.5 1.0 1.5 S

Fig- 3 Distribution of charged current events as a function
of S- Events from ir+-»P-+Vp, and K+-(i+vp. are clustered at the
valuesr S = 0 and 1, respectively.

1.0 -

o
o

i i i i i i i

50 100 150 200

Q 4 Cross section slope as a function of neutrino energy,
inner error bars: statistical only; outer arror bars: include
systematic effects. The mean value of av/Ev=0.64 is indicated.
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ABSTRACT: Fermilab experiment E388 me. urements of antineutrino-nucleon total
charged-current interaction cross sections ar„ reported for 20 < £. < 200 GeV. E388
used the Fermilab IS' Neon (56.5% atomic)-hydrogen bubble chamber (plus external
muon identifier), exposed to the N30 dichromatic beam. E388 ran downstream of the
CCFRR experiment E616 in this beam and used the same flux monitoring informa-
tion. No evidence is seen for any variation of <r;/£, in this E- range. The preliminary
average <r;/£;-[O.3O±o.O2(sut.)±O.O2(sys.)±o.O2(nux)lxio-J* cm'/GeV/nucteon, is in
good agreement with most other measurements, but 20% below the E616 result
presented at this conference.

t Work supported in part by the U.S. National Science Foundation and Department of
Energy.
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Introduction:
The total cross sections for charged current (CC) neutrino (•>) and antineutrino

(p) reactions are of fundamental importance for understanding the weak interactions,
the structure of nucleons, possible violations of scaling laws, etc. Any departure from
a constant value of <r-/Ev could be an indication of the finite mass of the intermediate
vector boson, or of new physics. The previous speakers [1,2] have reported a
disagreement between the average values of a,IE, obtained by two experiments, E616

]• and E38O, running together in the same v beam. We report here a similar disagree-
>:- ment between our (E388) results for a-;/ E- and E616's. We ran together with E616 in

the same N30 dichromatic beam, tuned for antineutrino parents this time, and used
E616's flux monitoring and calibration.

i As the previous two speakers have stressed, the disagreement over IT JE. between
E616 and! E38O is about three times the statistical uncertainty of E380 and the flux

;, uncertainties should cancel out. Thus some other systematic error of the counter
"'[ experiment, E61&, or the bubble chamber experiment, E38O, is probably to blame.
V Our analysis offers not only a similar contrast of bubble chamber (E388) mid counter
] (E616) systematics, but also some important differences between our (E388) and
' £380*3 bubble chamber analyses. We discuss these differences below in hopes that

our results may provide further insight into where the key systematic errors may lie.
>J Geoff Taylor's thesis has further information on our experiment [3].

;j, Measurement of <r;:
, j The cross section, trp for the CC reaction 5,,+tf — n++Xt as a function of the
'-•r antineutrino beam energy, £;, is measured here essentially by the average over the
. bubble chamber (BC) fiducial volume and apparatus acceptance of the expression

e fJA£ ;BA V

where A',»,, is the number of v -induced (CC) events observed in this element of BC
volume, AK, and this E-. bin, A£;; NK is the number of background events among
them; < supplies corrections for various event losses and for smearing from one Ef bin
to another due to experimental resolution; F- is the flux of beam antineutrinos per
unit area per unit £ s through this BC volume element and in this A£;; n is the
number of target nucleons per unit volume. Let us discuss each of these factors in
turn and take note of where we use the same, or different, information and/or pro-
cedures than does E616, or E380.

The determination of the v flux, F,, from the N30 dichromatic beam, and its
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monitoring and calibrations have been described by the previous two speakers [1,2].
For the P flux, F-, the monitoring and calibration was similar to that for F,. We used
E616's K~/n~ ratios, which agree within a few percent with those measured at CERN.
Because we use E616's flux monitoring and calibration, the 5% uncertainty in the flux
should cancel out in a comparison of E616 and E388. After accounting for
decays in the train (parent beam transport system), within ±3% we predict the same
F- (as a function of £ ; and R) per beam it or K decay as E616 does, and there is no
evidence for any systematic difference between the two predictions. (R is the radial
distance from the beam center line in the BC.) To compare with E616, we restrict our
data sample to those frames where there is good E616 monitor information, the beam
is properly steered (according to E616) and the slit is open. We are making further
checks of the bookkeeping, etc., but it seems unlikely that any discrepancy between
E616 and E388 is due to errors in estimating F?

The density of target nucleons, n, depends upon the Ne/H composition of the BC
liquid and its pressure and temperature. Pressure and temperature were monitored
continuously during the run and the composition was measured from time to time at
both the top and the bottom of the BC. The resulting n varied by a few percent as
the run progressed, end, at a given time, varied by a few percent with depth in the
BC. Wes Smart (of Fermilab) has analyzed these data and estimates that the average
composition (over time and depth) was 72.2 Molar % neon (S6.S atomic %), the aver'
age temperature was 29.38 ± 0.06" K and the average density was 0.666 ± 0.014
gm/cm1. E380 found that Wes Smart's estimates of n were confirmed to a percent or
so by measurements of range vs momentum of stopping protons, etc. We are not that
far along yet but our fits to A°—pjr~ with stopping protons indicate that there is no
panic. The liquid density (and BC geometry) is unlikely to be off by more than a per*
cent or so.

What about (NM-NaG)/el We scan the film for essentially anything that happens
in the BC and we measure each neutral-induced event with total dp) above — 1
GeV, where lp|is the total visible momentum component parallel to the V beam direc-
tion. (Tracks coming into the BC are usually so signed by 8 rays.) The E388 film was
even cleaner than E380's and real events are unmistakable. We find «„„-971}% for
events passing the cuts below. At this stage «„„, — 96 ± 2% and climbing. After
measurement, we require for a good CC event, i) Ep|> 5 OeV, ii) vertex in fiducial
volume (] Z | < 130 cm, potential length to downstream wall > 50 cm), iii) good /»+

with p^ > 4 GeV/c, identified Ja the external muon identifier (two plane CL > io~4).

We differ importantly from E380 in our proceedure for muon identification. We
use the external muon identifier, EMI [4] to select the good y.* while E38O uses
kinematic criteria. The correction for neutral current (NC) background thus
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introduced is E380's largest ( 10%). Our correction for NC BO is negligible, but on
the other hand, we rely on our calibration of the EMI acceptance (tfiJJ, - 93 ± 3%)

i and electronic efficiency USS^m — 91 ± 3%).
' There are two other small corrections in e: 0 tmlK - 99 ± 1% for partial loss of 1

prong events; (We expect 10 quasi-elastic events; we see 8-these look like through
muons without a big hadronic splat (maybe a short proton or two) and are the hardest
events to find in scanning.) ii) «,„<> "" 1.01. The Ne/H mixture has a 2.8% excess of
protons over neutrons so <r'"° — 99.07% «r"*1.

We get rid of non-antineutrino-induced events with our cuts but some of the
good V+N—H++X events we observe are due to V coming from upstream of the
narrow-band-beam (NBB) parent n~ and K~ we (i.e., E616) monitor. These back-
ground (BG) events are of two types, "Wide Band Background" (WBBG) and
"prompt background" (PBG). E616 and E380 use the measured event rate obtained
with the NBB closed off with a slit to estimate these BG's. We have the EMI, how-
ever, and in contrast to E616 our acceptance for p- is about the same as for n+.
There should be no yr from the NBB (focussing w~(K~) —• pTvj, PM - • f*+), thus the
fi~ are a measure of WBBG and PBG. Using measured ratios of jt7/*+ in unfocussed
wide band and prompt v beams we estimate 9 wide band and 1 prompt background
events should be among our 279 /*+ events passing cuts, i.e., ~ 3%. After correction

• by c, 279-10 become 324 signal events.

Within our limited dosed slit statistics (and correcting for train decays) we would
'. get the same answer if we used E616's procedure. For us our method is more precise.
' ' E38O has an additional complication in doing the closed slit subtraction and not using
I the EMI. The M~/M+ ratio for them is much larger in the NBB than in the closed slit
!. data.

We have made a number of further checks and have uncovered no significant
unaccounied-for systematic errors. We have checked that the values of a/E obtained
by the three participating labs are compatible, as are the values obtained from the top
and bottom, left and right, forward and backward and inner and outer radial, halves of
the BC. We have verified that the EMI was not off as a whole more than 1% of the
time that the beam was good and the BC sensitive, and that the BC was essentially
never insensitive to thru muons seen by the EMI. We have confirmed also that the
rate of thru muons per parent beam particle was constant within statistics of a few per-
cent thruout the periods of good running at each momentum tune.
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Results and Conclusions:
Our preliminary result for the slope with energy of the total antineutrino charged

current cross section is

«rj/ E- - 10.30±0.02(staO ± 0.02(sys.) ± 0.02 (ßux)! x 10-JW/Gev/nucleon.

We see no significant variation of tr/E with E between 2cand 200 GeV. This average
value of v-J E- is to be compared with E616's value of 0.36 ± 0.02 and on the other
hand [5] with CDHS 0.30 ± 0.02, CHARM 0.30 ± 0.02, BEBC 0.30 ± 0.02. Thus
we agree with the rest of the world and are 20% below E616, even though we use
E616 flux monitoring and calibration. We have no explanation for the disagreement
between E6I6's and our result. We hope that our discussion of systematics and pro-
cedures will help shed light on possible reasons for the disagreement.
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THE CONTRIBUTION OF TWIST-4 TO THE Q2 EVOLUTION OF j
F2 AND xF3 - AN EXPERIMENTAL REVIEW» |

'- Jorge G. Horffn - Fermllab

The precision with which the nucleon stuueture functions -

F2 and XF3 - can be measured has Increased significantly in the

past few years. Improved detectors and refined experimental tech-

niques have allowed a relatively accurate determination of these

functions over an expanding x-Q2 domain. There is no longer any

doubt that scale breaking has been observed, i.e.

F±(x)—> F^x.Q 2),

and the emphasis is being placed on coaprehendlng the processes

which conspire to yield scale breaking.

The present understanding of the subject indicates that the

processes can be divided into Cwo general categories; those char-

acterized by the kinematics of the interaction and those effects

dependent on the dynamics of the inceraction. After briefly de-

scribing the method used to account for the kinematic (target mass

effects) Q2 dependence, the balance of this revinw will concentrate

on the dynamic processes (QCD) with enphasis on the non-perturba-

;'• tive, higher twist contribution.

KINEMATIC - Target Has3 Effects

The kinerantical effects of target and constituent masses can

be accounted for by using the variable £ instead of x uhere ;

1+/

*Talk presented to v '82 Conference, Balatonfiired, Hungary
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This variable was introduced by Georgi and Polltier1 in 1976 and,

although it may not prove Co be the definitive2 method Cor making

I this correction, it has been used by all experiments summarized In

this review. Fig. 1 shows how a Q2 independent function would be

distorted by these target mass effects and appear to have a Q2 de-

' 9

.- pendence. Thus, if all Q dependence is due to kinematics, a sim-

• pie reaealing of F(x,Q2)—>-F{O should remove all Q2 variations in

j the structure functior.s.

DYNAMIC - Perturbative Quantum Chromodynamlcs (Twist-2)

The dynamical effects, which influence the Q2 evolution o;

the structure functions, are predicted in the context of the theory

of strong interactions - QCD. Up to now, it has been possible to

develop a perturbative expansion only for the leading twist (twlst-2)

, term. Many experiments have attempted to extract the value of A,

•:' the twlst-2 scale parameter, from the measurement of F^x.Q2) .

i. There are two main ways of doing this; using the moments of the

f
structure functions

: or direct examination of the K.(x,Q2). The moment method is subject

j to several disadvantages. Not only does one have to extrapolate over the

l' region o<x<x . where x . itself is Qz dependent; but the high x re-
Bixn min

gion, which becomes increasingly important for higher moments, is

subject to large and poorly known smearing corrections (Fermi motion).

The size and uncertainty of the Fermi motion smearing factor is

shown in Fig. 2. On the other hand, in the direct analysis of the

j. stureture function, the test of the theoretical predictions can be

-/' made within the x limits dictated by the experiment. The overall

Q2 behavior of the structure functions and moments is predicted to be
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of the form -Mn" (Q2/A2) In lowest order and In In (Q2 / A 2 ) / ln*(Qz/A2)

In the second order of the perturbative twlst-2 expansion. The agree-

ment between the various experiments is good (not excellent) and the

average values of A are

<ALQ> - 0.18 •

<A^> - 0.!6

where MS refers to the renormalization scheme used in the second

order term of the expansion.

Is this sufficient? Can target aass corrections and tvist-2

QCD account for all the observed Q2 dependence of the structure

functions. If there is no further Q* dependent contributions Co

the sturcture functions, then A extracted from F., corrected for

target mass effects, should be independent of x, Q2 and W. This

point has recently been addressed ""5 using the data of the SLAC-

MIT6 (electroproduction), CDHS7 (v,v scattering) and EMC8 (muopro-

duction) collaborations. Fig. 3 shews the results of theii analysis.

It indicates that there is still an x and W2 dependence of A with

both lowest and second order expressions, and it thus appears that

there are further processes which contribute to scale breaking.

DYNAMIC - Higher Twist Contributions

The higher twist terms are thought to account for phenomena

important at low Q2 such as di-quark scattering, resonant final

states and the parton p . The Q2 fall-off of the higher twist

terms is more rapid compared to the •vl/ln(Qz) of the leading twist

expression.

1
1
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As a first observation it should be noted that these higher

twist terms are extremely difficult to study, both experimentally

and theoretically. Experimentally, where the higher twist contri-

butions are expected to be largest, s tat ist ics are poorest and

smearing corrections are most uncertain. Theoretically a new di-

mension Is Introduced into the expressions for ( i .e . ) the momenta

of the structure functions

Tn hi
M„ - t - 2 Jj

« even - .-_•»

J-\ There are many operators of twist >4 which contribute to this ex-

t preasiin, and the anomalous dimensions (d„), which have been cal-

;'•:, culated in twist-2, have been calculated9 for only a few of the

•Cv twist-4 operators. The many A1* which contribute, to the twist-4

,%; term can only be estimated by assuming a certain model. These

ipjl should, in principle, be extracted experimentally once the other

f parameters can be theoretically calculated.

For lack of a rigorous theoretical derivation, the higher

y-:_ twist terms (twist-4, twist-6 ) are assumed to act as power

lit" corrections to the perturbatlve twist-2 contribution. They J.ntro-

]'- duce terms such as

2.

':̂S to the moments and

• - - - |_ H' w j

for the structure functions.
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2
There have been several attempts to estimate the Hi, term of

expression 1. They all involve the simultaneous determination of

M? and the twist-2 parameter A. De Rujula, Georg'i and Politzer10

used arguments based on duality for the N=2 moment and found

M4 = 0.1A GeV2 with A°0.5+0.2 - a comparatively high value of A.

Gluck and Reya11 inserted the twist-2 plus twist-4 expressions

for the N=2 moment in the Altarelli-?arisi*2 evolution equation

and found M^ 50.03 GeV2, A= 0.5 CeV. A very ambitious calculation

by Jal'fe aitd Soldate13 used the operator product expansion plus

the MIT bag model and found M^g.Ol GeV2, _^^5_CeX w U h t h e s i g n

of the twist-4 term determined to be negative•

There are other important theoretical contributions which have

not yielded numerical estimates. Anang these is the dlagramatlc

approach suggested by Politzer111 and attempts I5»16 to recast the

operator product expansion results in terms of the more intuitive

parton model. In looking at this brief summary of the theoretical

efforts to date, it should be noted that theoretical speculation

has been limited to the N=2 moment of the structure functions. All

higher moments and even the twisl-4 contribution to the structure

functions themselves; have yet to be studied.

Experimentally, as in the theory, the examination of higher

twist contributions is just beginning. Two collaborations have

tried to extract the twist-4 term fron the moments of xF3(x,Q
2).

The CDHS group combined their data7 with the low Q2 SLAC6 results

and examined M 2(Q
Z). The favored solution was

M2=.O6 GeV2, A. =.19 GeV

•5

'4
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however, the allowed range Eton experimental and theoretical un-

certainties is

-.2<MJ*<-2 GeV2, A <0.6 GeV

The BEBC results'7 were combined with the low energy (PS) Gargaraelle

results and the first, third and fifth moments were used to try

and extract Hi,. The tesults for the N = l moment, the Gross-Llevellyn

Smith sum-rule, have been published18 separately. Fig. 4 shows the

results where the dashed line represents the limit where a s/i or

|M*|/Q2>1.0 A safe limit would then be

|M5|<.12 GeV2, A<.35 GeV **

v The results for the N=3 and N = 5 moments can be found in Fig. 5: As

'-. can be seen there are strong correlations between Mi, and A. To eum-

i
j marize these few results from the moment analysis, the favored solu-

; tion is

^ -.1 Mj<.2 GeV2 and A*.3 GeV

'"..' In turning to an analysis of the structure functions themselves,

'-4

V| although the experimental values are more reliable than the moments,

there is one extra unknown - the x dependence of u^dc). There have

. been two attempts to extract, this x dependence. Combining EMC and

SLAC data, an x dependence of x2/(l-x)2 is strongly favored (see

Fig. 6 ). While combining CDHS + SLAC and fitting to the form

yields the following two-representative - solutions of equal sta-

tistical significance

l»6 - 0, hi,<0, o» 3.7

h6>hi,>0, a" 0.96
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The fact that the :; dependence of the twist-4 term is not yet

resolved must be kept in mind when the relative magnitude of the

twist-4 and twist-2 components la considered. The data points them-

selves are too limited, both in number and accuracy to make a reason-

able fit when the exponents of x and (1-x) are also allowed to vary.

The method of analysis of most experiments is to assume an x-depend-

ance and then fit A and hi,. There are three experiments which have

analyzed a combined sample of high energy data plus another experi-

ments low energy data. The results are:

BEBC + GARGAMELLE: Q2>1.5 GeV2, Vlt (x) =x/ (1-x)

A<0.44 GeV ")
{ 90* C.L

-.16<hi,<.6 GeV2 )

CDHS + SLAC; Q2>2.0 GeV2, Uil(x)=x
a/(i-x)

•2<A<.4 GeV

> GeV2
•)

with no restriction on a

EMC + SLAC;

Best fit x2/n = 1.0

Q2>5.0 GeV2, Ul)(x)=x
2/(l-x)2

A=0.15 GeV }

hi, = 0.6 GeV2 J

It is difficult to draw a conclusion from these results since they

not only assume different Ui»(x) but they also combine experiments

with different systematics to obtain the large x-Qz domain required

for such a fit. This combining of experiments with widely varying

<Q2> could influence not only the value of h^ currently under dis-

cussion but also the form of Ui,(x) as well as the value of A when

higher twist is ignored. The only completed experiment to date

which does not share this difficulty is the SPS Gargamelle16 experi-

ment. The Q2 range of this experiment is 0.5<Qz<50.0 GeV2 and-
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assuming Vu (x)"x/(l-x), the allowed values for A and hi, were

A<0.27

-.26<hi,<0.(

A<0.65

The allowed contours (90Z C.L.) are displayed in Fig. 7. If

the BEBO results (90X C.L.)> which are based on the same form of

ui»(x)i are also Included then the domain becomes constrained to

(Fig. 8 )

A<0.32 (h„>0)

A<0.44 (h„>0) Q2>2.0 GeV2

These are then the most stringent limits that can be placed on the

twist-4 contribution at this time. There are stron,. indications

from the CDHS and SPS Gargaraelle data that twist-4 alone (plus target

mass corrections) cannot explain the observed Q2 behavior of the

structure junctions. This would imply that A=0 and |hi,|/O is not

allowed and, Indeed, the CDHS "favored" values suggest .2<A<.4 and

-.2<hi(<.25- However, it is impossible to attach a statistical signi-

ficance to these limits from the published analysis.

An obvious conclusion of this brief summary is that both the

experimental and theoretical study of higher twist phenomena is just

beginning. The experimental difficulties are considerable. The

ideal higher twist experiment would have minimal high x smearing

(Fermi motion) corrections, a large sample of high x events and

good hadron energy resolution down to 0 (1 GeV). This would suggest
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an enormous amount of running time using a hydrogen target within

a detector which, considering the required hadron energy resolution.

has yet to be developed!
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CHARM PRODUCTION BY NEUTRINOS AS SEEN
IN HÄORONIC FINAL STATES

C Baltay
Columbia University, New York, fflf 10027

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this talk is to review charm production

by neutrinos as seen in hadronic final states in bubble

chambers. Charm production as seen via semileptohic decays

has been reviewed in the talk by Professor Kleinknecht and

will therefore not be discussed here*

Five charmed particle states have been observed in

neutrino reactions so far:

D°
D*+

Ac
+

Ec
+

JJ
 +

(1865)

(2010)

(2270)
+ (2435)

(2435)

cü
cd

bud
cuu
cud

The numbers in parentheses stand for the approximate mass

of the states in MeV, and the letters following describe

the quark content, where d, u, and c stand for the down,

up, and charmed quarks.

Since charm couples preferentially to strangeness,

the signature for charm production is the presence of a

strange particle decay, K° -* ir ir~ or A •* pir', in the

final state- The observations can be grouped into three

categories:

i) Exclusive events, where all of the particles in

the final state are seen, and the presence of charm is

demonstrated by overconstrained kinematic fits-

ii) Inclusive charm production, where the presence

of charmed particles is seen as bumps in effective mass

distributions..

iii) Visible charm decays, where the track left by

the charmed particle before its decay is actually observed

in the bubble chamber.
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These observations were made in the 7-ft bubble chamber

at Brookhaven, the 15-ft bubble chamber at Fermilab, and

BEBC at the CERN SPS. Table I summarizes the experiments

that will be discussed in this review.

II. EXCLUSIVE FINAL STATES

In a few cases, charmed particles are produced in

neutrino interactions in final states where all of the

particles are observable. In these events, kinematic

fitting can be used to interpret the event as charm production.

The first such event was observed in the 7-ft Brookhaven
— o + + + —

chamber filled with hydrogen: v+p -• P- +A +TT +TT +W +TT . The

event was interpreted to be the fallowing chain of decays:

V + p - \i~ + E c
+ +

L A- + ,
+

o

U A + ++ i r + T T + T T •

Since that time, a total of 11 examples of A production

;. and 2 examples of D° production have been seen in exclusive

final states. These events are summarized in Tables II

f and III.

| III. INCLUSIVE CHARM PRODUCTION AS SEEN AS
f BUMPS IN EFFECTIVE MASS DISTRIBUTIONS

Both charmed meson production and charmed baryon

; production have been observed in effective mass distributions

in three different experiments. Even though charm is produced

relatively copiously in neutrino interactions (10 to 15% of

all charged current interactions), the branching ratios into

particular hadronic final states are very small, typically

around a few percent. Thus all of the observations of charm

decays into hadronic final states suffer from the lack of

good statistics.

i A. Charmed Meson Production

1. The Columbia-Brookhaven experiment has seen the

decay, D -» K ir F . The experiment was carried out in the

•-). Fermilab 15-ft chamber filled with a 64 atomic % neon-hydrogen
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mixture using the wideband v beam. This was a relatively

high statistics experiment with ~ 10 total charged current

neutrino interactions. In a sample of ~ 3,000 events with

visible K° - 7T+ir~ decays, v„ + Ne - \T + K° + hadrons, a

bump with about 60 events above background was seen in the

K°TT+TT" mass distribution , at a mass of 1850 i 15 MeV.

Correcting for the K° -• w ir~ branching ratio, detection

efficiencies, etc., this corresponds to a rate1* of

V +Ne -. M~+D°+ . . . , D ° - K ° + F + + T T ~

„

( 0 . 4 + 0 . 1 5 ) %

Using the SLAC branching ratio of 4 ± 1% for the D° - KOTT+TT~

mode, this implies a total inclusive D° production rate

relative to all charged current events of

V +Ne -• M-~+D°+ • • •
— z = (10 + 4)% .
v +Ne -• \i~+ —

*+ o +

To search for D -. D v decays, the mass difference

Am = m(K°ir TT~TT )-m(K°ir ir~) was plotted for events with the

K°TT+TT~ in the D° mass region as well as for control regions

above and below the D° (Fig- 1). A peak of 6 events was

found""'* near Am = 146 MeV when the K°ir ir~ was in the D° mass

region, with no background, as can be seen in' the am

distributions for the control regions. Thus these 6 events

were interpreted to be due to the process

v +Ne -* |i~+D*++ • • •

LDV

I K°7rV .
Using the SLAC branching ratios, this implies an inclusive
*+

D production rate of
V +Ne -» p.~+D*++ . . .
- E = ( 2 + 1)% .

V . + N e - H~+ . . .
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2- The ABCMo experiment has seen some evidence for

D + production. This experiment used BEBC with a hydrogen

fill exposed to the wideband v., beam at the CERN SPS- Figure

2 shows their distributions for the mass difference, &m =

m(D +)-m(D°) for the D° decay modes into K~v , K~ir ir v~,

and K°TT ir~- In the combined distribution, they see an

enhancement of 7 events (over a background of 10 events)

which they interpret to be due to the processes:

V. +P - li~+D*++ . ..

L D°+TT+

K~ir w ir~

K°TTV

Using the SLAC branching ratios, they estimate a total
*+

inclusive D production rate of
_ *+

v +p -• M- +D + • • •
= (4.1 + 2.4)%

J -s * +

*" This rate is not inconsistent with the D rate

i observed by the Columbia-Brookhaven experiment.

3- The KSrylEind-Tohoku-IIT-SUNY-Tufts experiment

* has also reported evidence for the D° -• K°ir TT~ decay.

i: This experiment used the Fermilab 15-ft chamber filled

r with deuterium, exposed to the wideband v beam. The

experiment accumulated a total of 11,500 charged current

vu interactions. Figure 3 shows their K°ir v~ mass

distribution. They see a bump in the 1840 to 1880 MeV bin

with 12.7 jt 5.5 events above background. From this, they

quote a rate of:

k V.+D- - M.~+D°+ ... , D° - K°TT+TT~
;;• - ü — ^ = (0.65 + 0.28)% .

;. This rate is consistent with the (0.4 +, 0.15)% obtained by

Jr the Columbia-Brookhaven group for this decay.
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B. Charmed Baryon Production

1. The Columbia-Brookhaven experiment.

a) A search for inclusive A production with decay

modes into Kir*, Sir v w~, K°p, and K°pir iT was carried out

by examining the relevant mass plots in a sample of ~ 3,100

events with K° - 7r+7r~ decays and ~ 2,300 events with A° -•

pir~ decays in a total sample of *- 10 5 charged current v„

interactions. No significant effects were found. The

A7r+ distribution is shown in Fig. 4. To obtain upper limits,

the distributions were fitted by gaussians at the A mass

(with ± 25 MeV mass resolution) and a smooth background

curve. The resulting upper limits are given in Table IV.

The ~ 2 standard deviation effects in the A°TT and A ° T IT IT~

modes were not considered significant and .he rates quoted

are to be interpreted as upper limits. The branching ratios

for these A decay modes are not known. For a reasonable

guess of a few percent for each channel, these limits

correspond to a total inclusive A production rate of

several percent of the total charged current events, which

is not unreasonable.

b) The E -»A + ir decay chain. To look for
c c •*

this decay chain, the distribution in the mass difference.

Am = m(Ac +TT )-m(A ) was examined in the Columbia-Brookhaven

experiment (see Fig. 5). An enhancement was found around

Am = 166 MeV. The A mass distribution in the A°ir and

K p decay modes,, selecting events with Am - 166 ± 6 MeV,

shows significant bumps (see Fig. 6) near the A + mass.

The numbers of events and the corresponding rates are

summarized in Table V. These rates have been corrected for

detection efficiencies and K° - ir ir~ and A° -• PT~ branching

ratios, but not for the E and A decay branching ratios,
4*

since those are not known. However, if the A branching

ratios were of the order of a few percent for each channel,

the total rate for inclusive E production would be around

1 to 2%.
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A further indication of the reality of this effect

comes from the A decay angular distribution. Figure 7

shows the distribution in the cosine of the decay tngle 0,

where 0 is the angle of the A° with respect to the A

line of flight in the A center of mass. In the control

regions away from the A , the distribution (Fig. 7a) is

backward peaked, as might be expected. However, the

distribution for the 8 A -* ATT events (Fig. 7b) is» quite

different - it is consistent with being flat, as would be

expected for the decay of a spin 1/2 particle.

The A mass for these events was 2257 + 10 MeV, and
++ c "~

; the E c mass was 2425 +, 12 MeV.

2. The Maryland-Tohoku-IIT-SUNY-Tufts experiment has

looked for inclusive A production with the decay modes

V into A v , K°p, S°TT , A°JT v v~, and K°pTr ir~ by looking at

) the appropriate effective iriass plots in a sample of 11,000

total charged current v interactions (see Fig. 8). Bumps

with a statistical significance of two to three standard

'" deviations are seen. The numbers of events above background

:,j. and the rates relative to the total charged current event rate

' are summarized in Table VI. These rates, in particular for

the Air and the K°p decay modes, seem to be considerably

higher than the upper limits for inclusive A production

found in the Columbia-Brookhaven experiment (see Table IV).

However, the errors on all of the numbers in Table VI are

quite large•

The best fit to the A mass in this experiment was

2275 + 10 MeV.

> 3- The ABCMo collaboration, using BEBC with a hydrogen
9

fxll in a wideband v,. beam at the CERN SPS has looked
+ "

for inclusive A production in a sample of 5,650 charged
• current vM interactions. Their A°TT mass distribution is

shown in Fig. 9. They see an enhancement of 5 events over
A.

their estimated background of 4 events at the A mass.

They consider this effect not very significant. However,
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they quote a rate that corresponds to these five events

of,

- + + +
V +P -• V- +A + ..., A •* Air •»
J!: £ S. = (1.7 + 1.0) x lO"1* .

They do not «juote a A mass from this observation.

IV. VISIBLE CHARM DECAYS

Several examples of charmed particle decays, in which

the track left by the charmed particle before its decay was

visible, have been observed in two different experiments

in the Permilab 15-ft bubble chamber-

1. In the Columbia-BNL experiment, with a total of

~ 10 neutrino interactions, a sample of 250 events of

the type0

V|1 + Ne - |i" + e
+ + ... .

have been observed. These events have been interpreted

to be due to the production of charmed particles followed

by their semileptoriic decav into an e , an unobserved u ,
™ e

and other hadrons. In a careful examination of this sample,'

one event was found that had a \i~ and five other charged

tracks originating at the v„ interaction vertex- One of

these tracks separated into three charged tracks at a

distance of ~ 10 ram from the v., interaction vertex: one

was an e , the other two were a positive and a negative

hadron (see Fig. 10 for a sketch of the event). The most

likely interpretation of the event is the visible decay,
D + - K-Tr+e+(ve)

The effective mass of the K~ir*e combination was 1676 ±

25 MeV, which is consistent with this interpretation with

a missing neutrino (v )• The event cannot be a charmed
"4"

baryon (Ac ) decay since the effective masses of the decay

products, interpreting one of them as a baryon, are

significantly over the A„ mass. Also the event cannot
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be a strange particle decay since the transverse momentum

of the e with respect to the direction of the parent

particle is 450 j^ 60 MeV/c, which is too large for any

known strange particle decay. Interpretation of the

event as an interaction of a charged hadron has a low

probability. #

An estimate of the charm lifetime can be extracted

from this observation by using the following line of

thought. The total number of visible charm decays expected

in the total sample of 250 semileptonic charm decays [\l~e

events) has been calculated for any given charm lifetime

(see Piq. 11). This calculation used the D meson production

momentum from the D° -» K TT IT decays observed in the same

experiment. As can be seen from Pig. 11, one visible charm

decay event corresponds to a lifetime of ~ 5 x 10" sec.

Lifetimes shorter than 2 x 10 or longer than 10 x 10

sec are unlikely since they would predict less than 1/10 or

more than 10 visible charm decays, respectively.

2. The Berkeley-Fermi lab-Hawaii-Washington experiment

in the 15-ft chamber at Permilab, with a total of ~ 10,000

neutrino interactions, observed a sample of 35 \i~e+ events.

In this sample, they found four events with visible charm

decays. Sketches of these events are shown in Pig. 12. The

most likely interpretation of these events, as well as the.

estimates of the proper decay times of these events, are

summarized in Table VII. Their estimates for the D° and D+

lifetimes are:

T(D +) = (2.5 +3-h x 10~13 sec
"•X • D

T(D°) = (3.5 +3**) x 10"13 sec •
-i./

V. SUMMARY

A. Charmed Baryon Masses

1. The A mass. The bubble chamber measurements of

the A mass consist cf the 11 exclusive events in Table II
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and the Columbia-BNL and Maryland-Tohoku-IIT-SUNY-Tufts

effective mass bump3. The average of these 13 results

i s 2268 MeV, and their weighted average is Z.279 _+ 3 MeV.

If one believed that al l of the quoted errors on the Ac

mass correctly included al l the systematic errors, the

weighted average would be the one to look at. A more

reliable way to get an estimate of the best A mass

from these measurements i s to plot the 15 results, as

shown in Fig. 13. From this plot, a reasonable estimate

of the mass i s :

M(A +) = 2270 + 10 MeV .
c —

These values of the mass are somewhat lower but not

inconsistent with the SLAC measurement of the A mass.
++ c

2. The Z mass. There are four measurements ofc
this mass in exclusive events (see Table II) and one

additional measurement from the Columbia-BNL effective

mass bumps. The average of these five measurements is

2440 MeV, and the weighted average is 2452 +; 3 MeV. There

is some spread in the five measurements, reflecting the

spread in the A mass. However, the mass difference
• j. C •

Am - M(E )-M(A ) is much better determined, since many

systematic errors cancel out in the mass difference, and

the five measurements for &m shown on Table II are indeed

in very good agreement with each other. It is thus more

reliable to quote the average mass difference,
M(E ++)-M(A +) = 166 + 2 MeV .

c c ~

B. Charmed Meson Masses

1. The D° mass. There are four measurements of the D°

mass in bubble chamber neutrino experiments, two in exclusive

events (see Table III) , and two from the effective mass

peaks in the Columbia-BNL and the Maryland-Tohoku-IIT-

SUNY-Tufts experiments discussed above. The average of these

four measurements i s 1861 MeV, and their weighted average i s
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1866 _+ 3 MeV. These numbers are in good agreement with

the values measured at SLAC.

2- The D mass. As in the case of ths E -A mass
*+ c c

difference, the mass difference &m = m(D )-m(D°) is much

more reliably measured in these experiments than the D

mass alone. There are four measurements of this mass

difference in bubble chamber neutrino experiments, two in

exclusive events shown in Table III, and two from effective

mass distributions shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The agreement

between these measurements is very good, with an average

value of,

m(D*+) - m(D°) = 145.2 + 0.4 MeV .

This value is in very good agreement with the SLAC

measurements.

C A Decay Branching Ratios

Both the Columbia-BNL and the Maryland-Tohoku-IIT-

SUNY-Tufts experiments have observed the A decays into

A°ir and K°p, and some signal (although statistically not

very significant) has been seen for the Air ir ir decay by

the former and the T: ir decay by the latter experiment.

These results are shown in Tables V and VI. Averaging the

results of the two experiments for the ft T to K°p ratio,

we obtain the following ratios:

+ - K°
- = 0.6 + 0.3

IT

K° + p
= 0.6 + 0.6

+
IT

K° + P
= 0.5 + 0.5
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The very large errors on the last two ratios reflect

the fact that the observation of these decay modes was

statistically not very significant.

D. Charm Production Kates

The ra*.es of charmed particle production relative to

the total charged current v„ interaction cross section» as

observed in the experiments discussed above, are summarized

in Table VIII. The measured rates given in the third column

of the table have been corrected for K° and A° branching

ratios, experimental detection efficiencies, backgrounds,

etc. The estimated rates given in the last column of the

table have beer corrected in the case of the charmed mesons

by the D and D decay branching ratios measured at SLAC

There have been no measurements yet for the A decay

branching ratios, so for the sake of this table, a ratio of

1% per hadronic channel has been used to get a very rough

estimate of the total charmed baryon production.



Table I: Experiments with Results on Charm Production Seen in Hadronic Final States

Chamber

Lab

7' B.C.
BKL

15' B.C.

FNAL

BEBC

CERN
SPS

Experiment

BNL-Tohoku 2'3

Columbia-BNL 4' 5

Tohoku-IIT-
Maryland-SUNY-
Tufts 1«6

LBL-FNAL-Hawaii -
Seattle-Wisconsin7

Aache n-Bonn-CERN-
Munich-OxfordS •9

Bari-Birm-Brussels-
CERH-Paris-Rutherf-
Saclay-U.C.London 1°

Beam

Liquid

W.B. v

W.B. v

Neon

W.B. v

D2

Q.T. v
Liqht Neon

W.B. v
H2

W.B. V
H2(TST)

Total #

ccv Evts

4,500

100,000

11,000

12,000

3,000

400

Exclusive

Events

2 A c

1 A c

4A C

2 D
3 Ac

1 A c

Bumps in

Mass Dist.

Ac'C
D°
Ac

Ac'C

Visible

Decays

1 D +

4 D

O
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Table II: Charmed Baryon Production in Exclusive f inal

Experiment

BNL-Tohoku2'3

71 B.C. at
BNL

Col-BNL5

15" B.C. at
FNAL

Maryland-Tohoku
-IIT-SUNY-TuftB12

151 B.C. at
FNAL

ABCMO 9

HEBC at
CERN SPS

TST v C o l l a b . 1 0

BEBC at CERN SPS

ABCMO 1 3

BEBC at CERN SPS

Reaction

v+p-M~+E„++

C A O V
IC o + + -'-•A v ir ir

v+n-*|i"+Ac
+

UK°Dir+Tr"

v+p-p."+E + +

i . 0 + + -
'-•A F F Fv+n-p.~+A * + F + + F ~

1 1 + + -
'-»ATT TT TT

v+n-.|i~+Ac
++Tr++F~

'-•Air v w~

V+n-pT+A +

I^A.+

v+P-P-"+A ++ir+

v+p-H~+Ac
++ir+

UK~PTT+

v+p-»M<""+Ac +v

UK~DIT+

v+p-M~+£ ++TT+

UK~PTT+

v+p-M-~+Eo
++

UpK~TT+

M(A*)
MeV

2260
± 1°

2254
+ 12

2276
i 25

2257
i 17

2256
± 12

2266
± 8

2246
+ 6

2285
+ 5

2280
± 3

2290
+ 3

2288
+ 5

M(Ec)
MeV
2426
± 13

2439
± 25

2457
± 4

2454
± 5

States

Am

166

163
± 5

168
± 3

166
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Table Ills Charmed Meson Production in Exclusive Final States

Experiment

ABCMO 8

BEBC a t
CERN SPS

Reaction

*+
v+p-*|i. -v-D +p

U D ° + I T +

UK'+TT4"

_ *+ + _
V+p-»M- + D +P+TT +ir

U D ° + 7 T +

I - + + -
*-K IT TT V

M(D°)
MeV

1865
+ 4

1868
± 4

M(D*+)
MeV

2011
± 6

2013
± 4

Am
MeV

145.2
i 0.5

145.2
+ 0.6

Table IV: Upper Limits for Inclusive A Production from
the Columbia-BNL Experiment

Upper Limit

Decay Mode

AV
.o + + -
A V IT TT

K°P
K°p7r"V

Events

16+8

30+16

0+15 (̂ 20)

0+25 U33)

Rate

(4+2)xlO"

(l+O.5)xlO~4

<:2xl0-3

Rate is cross "section x branching ratio relative to
~ 100,000 charged current events corrected for
detection efficiencies and K° and A° branching ratios.

Table V: Summary of Charmed Baryon Production in the
Columbia-BNL Experiment

Ac Decay
Mode

AV
K°P

o + + - **
A TT TT IT

Total

-A

Events
8
7
4
1

20

Background
1.5
2.
1.5
1.

6

*
Rate

(1.8+0.8)xl0"4

(2.7i l .6)xlO" 4

(1.5+1.4)xlO~4

(6+2.3)xlO-4

* Rate is cross section x branching ratio relative to the
total charged current cross section, corrected for
detection efficiencies and K° and A° branching ratios.

** 4-body modes require A*-4" in Y*(1385) or R°ir~ in K (890),
respectively.
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Table VI: Summary of Inclusive A_ Production in the

Maryland-Tohoku-IIT-SUNY-Tufts Experiment

c
Decav Node
AV
K°P
E V
A V T T V
KW

Observed
Events

9.5+4.7
9.8+5.7
2.0+1.4
s 8.5
$13.6

Corrected
Events

19.9
38.4
33

« 17.8
« 53

*

(1.8+_O.9)xlO"3

(3.5+2.0)xl0~3

(2-2+1.9)xlO~3

si-6 x 10~3

«4.0 x IQ"3

Rate is cross section x A branching ratio relative
c

to the total charged current v cross section, corrected

for detection efficiencies and K° and A° branching ratios.

Table VII: Summary of the Events with Visible Charm Decays
in the Berkeley-Fermilab-Hawaii-Washington-
Wisconsin Experiment

Likely Interpretation of Event

Cl T V *
Le++h++h~+ ...

Nl ~

e + h + ...

N2 v+Ne-|x~+D°+h+ 0.98 8.7+1.6

Le++h"+ ...

Ul v+Ne-U~+Xo o r i + hadrons 1.10 3-6

-•e +hadrons +

I is the length of the track left by the decaying particle

t is the proper time of the decay



Table VIII: Charm Production Rates Relative to Total Charged Current Neutrino Cross Section

Experiment

All [i~e+ Expts.

Col-BNL v-Neon

Co.!-BNL v-Neon

ABCMO v-H2

V-D, Collab.
i i n 15«

'Exclusive Ac
jEvents-FNAL.SPS

:Col-BNL v-Neon

ABCMO v - H 2

v-D- Collab. in
2 15'

V

V

V

V

V H

V ^

Measured
Reaction

^M.-+e++ . . .

( • N e - » H ~ + D o + . . .

-Ne-»(i +D + . . .

LDV
- *+

IDV"

IKVV~

* M ' " + y \ s + t . : *'
| C +TT+

p-P."+Ac
++ . . .

' - . A T . K D . Sir

Rate (*)
Rate

(0.5+0.1)%

(0.4+0.15)%

(4+2)xlO-4

(0.65+0.28)%

7 events/17000

(6+2.3)xlO-4

(1.7+1.0)xl0-3

(7.5+3.0)xl0-3

Estimated
Reaction

v +N-»all charm

v„+Ne-»(J.~+D+...

v^+Ne-y- '+D*^. . .

vu+Ne-»ix~+D°+ —

VW.-V-
vp. c

- +

- +

Rate (.*•)
Rate

13%

10+4%

2+1%

4.1+2.4%

16+7%

t

< 1%

S 10%

, 1 0 %

* Correcting for K ,A branching ratios, detection efficiencies, etc.

** Using D branching ratios from SLAC, assuming ~ 1% per channel for A

tvj
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Figure Captions

Fig- 1 Distribution in Am = m(K°Tr ir~v )-m(Koir ir~) from

the Columbia-BNL experiment.

Fig. 2 Distribution in &m = m(D )-m(D ) from the

ABCMO experiment,

pig. 3 The K°TT w~ effective mass distribution from the

Maryland-Tohoku-IIT-SUNY-Tufts experiment.

Fig. 4 Distribution in the A°ir effective mass from the

Columbia-BNL experiment.

Fig. 5 Distribution in Am - m(A +TT )-m(A ) in the

; Columbia-BNL experiment.

Fig. 6 Distribution in the Air , K°p, Air w ir~, and K°pir ir~

s effective masses for events with Am = m(A +TT ) -

m(A ) = 166 ,+ 6 MeV in the Columbia-BNL experiment.

M Fig. 7 Distribution in the cosine of the A decay angle

; in the Columbia-BNL experiment. The decay angle 0

is defined to be the angle between the A° direction

F and the A°ir line of flight in the A°ir center of

i, mass frame.
o + o

~; Fig. 8 Distributions in the A ir and K p effective masses

in the Maryland-Tohoku-IIT-SUNY-Tufts experiment.

Fig. 9 Distribution in the A°TT effective mass in the

y. ABCMO experiment.

Fig. 10 Sketch of the event with a visible charmed particle

decay in the Columbia-BNL experiment.

Fig. 11 Total number of visible charm decays expected in

a sample of 250 semileptonic charm decays (v +Ne -•

[ u. +e + ... events) in the Columbia-BNL experiment.

p i 9 ' !2 Sketches of the four events with visible charmed

particle decays in the Berkeley-Fermilab-Hawaii-

Washington-Wisconsin experiment.

Fig. 13 Distribution of the A„ mass measurements in

bubble chambers.
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ANTINEUTRINO QUASIELASTIC SCATTERING IN NEON AND
TOTAL CROSS SECTION FOR CHARGED CURRENT INTERACTIONS IN

THE ENERGY RANGE 10 TO 50 GeV

A.E.Aeratyan, V.I.Efremenko, A.V.Fedotov, P.A.Goritohev, V.R.
Kaftanov, Q.K.Kliger, V.Z.Kolganov, S.P.Krutohinin, M.A.Kubnntsev,
I.V.Makhlueva, V.I.Shekelyan, V.G.Shevohenko .— ITEP, Moscow, USSR ;

V.V.Ammosov, A.G.Deniaov,, G.S.Gapienko, V.A.Gapienko, V.I.Kl.vn-
lchin, V.I.Koreshev, P.V.Pitukhin, V.I.Slrotenko, E.A.Slobodyuk,
Z.U.UBUDOV, V.O.Zaots — IHBP, Serpukhov, USSR ;

J.P.Berge, D.Bogert, R.Hanft, J.A.Malko, F.A.Neeriok, n.Ornvn —
PNAL, Batavia, Illinois, USA.

The 15* FNAL bubble ohamber filled with neon-hydrogen mixture
was UBed to study quasi-elastio antineutrino scattering and to mi»n-
sure the total charged ourrent oross seotion. From the Q distribu-
tion, the axial mass is found to be M^- 0.99 -0.11 Oev. Assuming
<^tot "OC^A the slope parameter value is found to be (0.29 - 0.03)*

Quasi-elastic charged ourrent antineutrino scattering on proton«

'y ~>fx+n (1)
was previously studied in GGM-PS bubble chamber experiment |"ij in the
energy region below 5 Gev. This paper is a first attempt to study re-
action (1) in a wide energy range 4 to 100 Gev.

The determination of the parameter M. in the dipole representat-
ion of the axial form factor from high energy data.whioh 1B of inte-
rest in its own right, also serves as a consistency cheok i the agree-
ment with earlier low energy measurements verifies that we extract the
quasi-elastic uignal'correctly. After this the quasi-elastic reaction
(1) can serve as an important tool for total oross seotlon measure-
ments in a wide energy range, since its oross seotlon is known and
Independent of energy.

In previous total oross seotlon measurements antineutrino fluxes,
were computed from the assooiated muon fluxes in the shielding. Thus
the antineutrino flux is reconstructed in a decay pipe rather than In
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the deteotor. Alternatively, the quasi-elaBtio scattering process (I >
provides a method for antineutrino flux determination directly in Vhr
deteotor. This may prove useful for future studies of neutrino one il-
lations.

The 151 bubble ohamber filled with heavy neon-hydrogen mixhuro
(64% neon) was exposed to PNAL wideband antineutrino beam. In n sno-
oial scan of 71*10^ frames 405 quasi-elastic events were obperved.
Due to high gamma registration effioienoy these events have boen ex-
traoted reliably. From the Q distribution (see Fig. 1) the axial
mass is found to be MA a 0.99^0.11 Gev for My B 0.84 Gev. Within er-
rors the MA value does not depend on energy and agrees well wi bh tho
previous low energy measurements.

Using the quasielastio events and assuming energy independence
of the cross section (1) the antineutrino flux for FNAL wide band benm
was reconstructed (see Fig. 2). However the flux is not necessary for
the determination of total yJH cross seotion. The total oroas section
(for isosoalar target) can be represented as

I

8-

where He, stands for the number of quasi-elastic events, N i n — the
number of inelastic events, 4 ^ — the quasielastio cross section. Tho
energy distribution of inelastic events was oorrected for Fermi mo-
tion, experimental outs and energy resolution. Shown in Fig. 3 in the
ratio 4tot/3y as a function of energy £2-6j. According to our data
this ratio is compatible with being constant. The one-parameter fit
(6-

tot
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Antineutrino charged current cross sections for isoscalar target in units

10"-* cm Ge-r" nucleon" . The cross sections are confuted according to (2)

with <Sel • (0-89-0.09)*10~^
Scm2 which correspcnds to our value of 11̂ .

S-, Gev

»in+Hel

*al

rftot

8-12

9.8

1068.6^57.7

162.iii6.8

2.9*0.5

12-16

- 13.9

1142.7*50.9

133-7*15.1

3.8±0.6

16-20

17.9

957.8*43-1

75.9*11.3

5.6*1.1

20-24

21.8

767.0*36.9

52.0*9.5

6.6*1.4

24-32

28.3

1141.2*44.1

67.1*11.8

7-6*1.6

32-40

35.3

640.0*32.0

31.5*7.7

9.0*2.4

40-60

47.4

709.2*33.3

22.7*6.7

13.9*4.4
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ABSTRACT: Progress is reported in understanding azimuthal asymmetries in the
outgoing particles produced in neutrino interactions. The observed up-down asym-
metry (with respect to the vp plane) >s (0.27 ± 0.45)% for all charged particles
((0.11 ± 0.55)% for positives, (0.60 ± 0.78)% for negatives), significantly below
some theoretical predictions. Muon inner bremsstrahlung (IB), a radiative correction
process, is identified as a spurious source of toward-away (from the fi side of the
current direction) asymmetry. The total rate of IB and its dependence on the muon
momentum, the angle between the muon and the IB gamma, and the gamma energy,
are in agreement with a QED calculation. The data come from Fermilab E546, using
the 15' Ne-H2 bubble chamber (plus external muon identifier) exposed to the
Quadrupole-Triplet-Focussed broad-band neutrino beam producing neutrino interac-
tions of average energy ~ 100 GeV.
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INTRODUCTION
Possible deviations from isotropy in the azimuthal angular distributions of

hadrons produced in neutrino interactions are of considerable interest. Various types
of azimuthal asymmetry have been predicted, for example, on the basis of perturba-
tive quantum chromodynamics (QCD) [1,7's. an Abelian gluon model[2], and as a
result of intrinsic parton transverse momentum [3], Some models of higher twist
effects also predict azimuthal asymmetry [4]. Clear observation of such azimuthal
asymmetries is hampered by some experimental difficulties (touched on below), and
there is at least one source of spurious (hadronic) azimuthal asymmetry, inner
bremsstrahlung of the muon.

Inner bremsstrahlung (IB) can be viewed as one of the possible perturbations on
the basic quark partoh model (QPM) diagram (Fig. la) for inelastic neutrino scatter-
ing The muon in Fig. la can be created off-shell and may then radiate a real (IB)
photon (Fig. lb). (IB is distinguished from outer bremsstrahlung where the photon is
emitted by the on-shell muon as it scatters in matter.) IB is of interest in itself as a
test of QED,etc, and also because it must be corrected for in extracting structure
functions, studying scaling violations, etc. As far as we know, there is no published
report of previous observation of IB in inelastic v interactions. There is literature on
some closely related processes: radiative ß decay was discovered long ago [5]; radia-
tion has been previously observed in electron and muon elastic scattering [6]; evi-
dence has been presented also [7] for radiative tri-muon production where the photon
in Fig. lb is virtual and turns into a M V ~ Pa'r-

«,r The work v/e report here is part of our continuing analysis of the v -produced
f hadron systems. Related work on polar angular energy flow (3-jet events) and

forward-backward asymmetries in transverse momentum etc. structure, giving evi-
dence for gluon emission, was discussed at v 80 and v 81 [8]. (Refer also to ref [9]
and to Mike Sokoloffs thesis [10].)

Experimental Details
The v interactions used for this analysis were produced in the Fermilab IS' bubble

chamber (BC) (magnetic field 30 KG, fiducial volume 16 m\ filled with 47% (atomic)
.;u Ne - 53% H mixture of density 0.56 gm/cm3, radiation length 53 cm, pion absorption
v length 195 cm). The BC was exposed to the quadrupole-triplet-focussed broad-band

neutrino beam. The average event energy is -— 0.1 TeV for the ~ 8 K fully-
measured events used for this study. Each of these events contained a muon of
momentum, pM>4 GeV/c, with a good 2-plane match in the external muon identifier

j (EMI) [11], and a potential length to the downstream wall of at least 70 cm. The
; measurement included all primary charged tracks, all visible decays or interactions of

neutral hadrons, and all possibly-primary gammas that converted to e+e~ pairs within
110 cm of the primary vertex. After measurement, a gamma was selected as primary
if it satisfied the two conditions: (a) points to the primary vertex, within errors, (b) is
net consistent with being a bremsstrahlung from another <?+ or <r. On average 2.2 pri-
mary gammas per event with energy Ey> 0,2 GeV were obtained, or 1.1 per event
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with Ev > 1 GeV. To ensure that the gamma direction is well measured we require,
Tor the inner bremsstrahlung studies discussed below, that the gamma convert more
than 10 cm from the primary vertex.

Predictions of Azlmuthal Asymmetries
Several theorists have predicted deviations from isotropy in hadron azimuthal

angular distributions. Let the azimuth of an individual hadron, <£, be the angle
between the lepton (*-/*) plane and the plane formed by the momentum of this
hadron and Q, the direction of the current (exchanged W in Fig. la or lb) which we
take to be the same as the total hadron momentum in the lab. <f> is the same in the
lab as in the hadron CMS, of course. </• = 0 on the muon side of Q, in the lepton
plane. The first quadrant is toward the n and above the lepton plane. At least three
types of azimuthal asymmetry can be distinguished:

1) < cos <£> is a measure of excess hadrons on the side (of Q) toward the p. over
those on the away side, i.e., "toward-away."

2) <cos 2 <t> > is a measure of ln-out of the lepton plane, i.e., an excess of
hadrons within 45° of this plane, over hadrons within 45° of being perpendicular to it,
in projection perpendicular to Q.

3) <sin <f> > is a measure of above-below the lepton plane, i.e., an excess of
upward- over downward-going hadrons.

Georgi and Politzer [1] claim QCD predicts toward-away and in-out asymmetries.
Cahn [3] points out that hadronization dilutes the QCD prediction and that intrinsic
parton transverse momentum may also cause these asymmetries. Berger[4] says that
higher twist models predict toward-away asymmetry of sign opposite to that predicted
by QCD. Hagiwara, Hikasa and Kai [2] predict that absorptive parts of higher-order
corrections to gluon bremsstrahlung diagrams in QCD lead to an above-below asym-
metry of a few percent, whose sign is the same for v and » reactions, while an Abelian
gluon coupling model predicts above-below asymmetries of a few per mil with oppo-
site sign for v and v. Note, by the way, that there is no analogous angle in (unpolar-
ized) e++«r—hadrons.

Above-below Asymmetry.
We have had a preliminary look for this and we don't find any significant effect.

We have 16527 (8199) positive (negative) tracks going above and 16491 (8109) posi-
tive (negative) tracks going below the lepton plane giving preliminary values for the
asymmetries:

^ » ( 0 . 2 7 ±0.45)%
^#J-(0.11 ±0.55)%
AS'- (0.60±0.78)%

We are looking a bit further to see if any major subset of the data has significantly
non zero Aah.
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Note that A-<sin$>4/n if the distribtion has the form a+bsm<ft
Atb is rather clean experimentally. To measure Aab you need not know Q at all

(as long as you assume it lies in the lepton plane). For almost all events the lepton
plane is quite well determined and hadron directions are measured to order of 1-3
mrad usually. (The v direction is known to better than 1 mrad and the M direction is
measured to comparable precision over its > 70 cm length. The average lab angle
between the M and the v is ~ 70 mrad and between a typical hadron and the lepton
plane ~ 35 mrad, i.e., the relevant angles are typically large compared with the preci-
sion with which we measure them. Thus we expect, and our Monte Carlo simulation
of experimental resolution effects confirms, that these would not wash out a non-zero
Aab if it were present.)

Another worry is the effect of Fermi motion of the struck nucleon upon Aab.
Fermi motion is expected to smear the azimuth of the lepton plane in the BC by 5"
typically, which is negligible compared with the full range of <t>, but one might worry
that Fermi motion might change enough upward- to downward-going hadrons (and
visa versa) to wash out a small Aab. We find that this effect is negligible. If we boost

each event in a random direction with a velocity picked from a
Fermi distribution, we find that on average only 2.7% of positive and 1.5% of negative
tracks are changed from up to down or visa versa. (Positives include slow protons.) A
similar degree of smearing can be expected due to rescattering of the outgoing hadron
system in the target nucleus. Thus this effect, also, should have no large effect on a
real Aab.

A more important worry is that the final state hadrons should show less asym-
metry than the parent partons[3]. Ref. 2 assumes that each hadron's <t> is the same as
that of its parent parton. This assumption is reasonable if the up-down asymmetry
comes mainly from those events where the parton transverse momentum is large
compared to that of hadronization. We are not so sure that this is justified and are
investigating. Further work is necessary, but for the moment it appears that we do
not confirm ref 2's predictions for the hadron up-down asymmetry.

Toward-Away and In-Out Asymmetries
Mike Sokoloff reported at the last Washington APS meeting [12] evidence from

this experiment for a large and negative toward-away asymmmetry for 0.6 < o <1.1 (e
is the hadron CMS polar angle of a particular hadron) and W2>l00GeV2. (He was
actually studying azimuthal-energy-flow asymmetry, which is related, but net the
same.) These asymmetries do depend on measuring Q with no bias. (The hadron
density is greatest in the Q direction, of course.) We have made a careful study of the
precision with which Q is reconstructed. As Mike pointed out, in our Monte Carlo
simulation of the experiment a small cos<f> asymmetry appears, probably due to the
Fermi momentum of the target nucleon. However, the observed asymmetry is much
larger than that appearing in the MC[8,9,10]. We are still working on this, and we
expect further interesting results.
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One thing we (J. Lys) have learned in the course of looking for bias in Q is that
there are y's associated with the outgoing muon, rather than with the hadron system.

Evidence for Muon-Assoclated Gamma Rays
The cos flMr distribution for primary gammas with Ey > 1 GeV and cos oMT > 0.998

is shown in Fig. 2. (Here oMT is the lab angle in space between the /i and y direc-
tions.) We see a strong peak in cos oMr near 1.0 over a flat background. (Only 12% of
Ey> I GeV gammas have cos »My > 0.998).

We expect that most primary gammas are associated with the hadron system, and
that, over a limited solid angle near the muon direction, the hadron-associated gam-
mas will have a flat cos 0MY distribution. We have checked this flatness hypothesis by
looking at the distribution near the "pseudomuon" /*'. The p1 direction is defined as
the reflection of the muon direction through the visible hadron momentum vector's
projection onto the lepton plane. The cos 0MT distribution is indeed consistent with

' being flat in the range 0.998-1.0.
~ Therefore, we extract a net signal of muon-associated gammas with cos oHy >
£ 0.9995 by assuming a flat background with a level obtained from the 0.999 < cos 0My
:; < 0.999S region. The result is a net signal of 65 ± 20 gammas with 0.9995 < cos oMT

< 0.9999 and 61 ± 11 with cos 9^ > 0.9999 (both for Ey > 1 GeV). Within errors,
the same net signal results if we use a background level taken from the 0.998 < cos

W oHy < 0.999 region or from the cos flM-y distribution. For 0.2 < £y < 1.0 GeV there is
\ also a muon-associated signal of 19 ± 13 gammas with 0.9995 < cos flMr < 0.9999
!>jr and 36 ± 8 gammas with 0.9999 < cos 9Mr

Backgrounds to Inner Bremsstrahlung
There are three conventional sources of muon-associated gammas to consider.

These sources are (a) outer bremsstrahlung along the muon track, (b) bremsstrahlung
from delta rays along the muon track, (c) tridents OiZ—nZe+e' where the e\e~ is
taken to be a gamma conversion. For 0.2 < Er < 1.0 these "conventional11 sources
can account for much of the signal. For Er > 1.0 GeV we have calculated the
expected numbers of gammas in our sample from these sources to be 1 (outer brems)

:. [13], 0 (delta rays) [14], and 5 (tridents) [15]. The calculation takes pointing criteria
and conversion distances into account, and is for cos 0Mr > 0.9999; we expect all three
sources to be negligible for cos e„y < 0.9999. An examination of 50% of the cos 0Mr
> 0.9999 events at the scan table confirmed these delta and trident rates. Therefore
we are left with a net signal of 120 ± 25 muon-associated gammas which we interpret

; as being due to inner bremsstrahlung.
1 If the signal gammas originate from the primary vertex they must be distributed

exponentially in distance from the primary vertex to the pair conversion vertex. The
: signal has such a distribution, and is consistent with the QED gamma pair convetsion

length. This is in contrast to tridents for example, which are produced uniformly dis-
tributed along the muon.
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We conclude, after subtracting background from hadronic gammas and conven-
tional muon-associated sources, that we have a net signal of 65 ± 20 £r > 1 GeV
gammas with 0.9995 < cos 9„y < 0.9999 and 55 ± 11 with cos «„„ > 0.9999. Are
these consistent with predictions for inner bremsstrahlung?

Comparison with Inner Bremsstrahlung Theory
Ted Lawry (with help from J.D. Jackson) has calculated the ratio, R, of the rates

for inner bremsstrahlung due to the diagram of Fig. lb to that for neutrino charged
current interactions (Fig. la). He finds:

TIB _ a r dEy <« <3*sina'O^ytHcos 9^)

where Ey is the y energy, /3M is the muon velocity and flMy is the angle between the
muon and the gamma, all in the lab.

For more discussion of this see ref [16] and Ted's forthcoming Berkeley thesis.
Note that this expression is only good for small e^ (interference with diagrams where
the Y comes from the target or outgoing quark, etc. gets non-negligible eventually).
Note also that it is prudent to require £T > 1 GeV (or > some minimum value).
This expression for R implies that dR/ d« goes as l/fl„y if 9*y » l-/sM (but »*r « 1
still), as 03/(l-j8)2 for 91 « 1-/J,,, and that the integrand peaks near e„ — mJE^ (as
usual for QED processes). For typical muon energies of £„ •= 50 GeV the peak is
near 2 mrad, an angle of the order of our resolution. Thus we don't expect to see the
zero of order ojr as 9^— 0, only a sharp peak near 9M «= 0.

Ted has inserted this into the Berkeley Monte Carlo (MC) (described in Mike
SokolofTs thesis [10] and touched on in refs 8 and 9), to produce predictions for the
£M, pM and cos eMr dependence of the IB signal. The MC uses the experimentally
observed Ey spectrum, picks Bjorken x and y from published structure functions [17]
and takes into account muon EMI acceptance, y conversion and showering probabili-
ties, and resolution smearing of momenta and angles. The signal and MC predictions
are compared in tables 1-3. The agreement is satisfactory, not only for the overall IB
rate, but also for its dependence on Ey, p^ and eMr

Summary and Conclusions
1) Contrary to some theoretical predictions [2], we find no significant azimuthal

asymmetry of the sin # type, i.e., above-below the lepton plane, A$ •= (0.27 ±
0.45)%. This result is preliminary.

2) We have previously reported [12] evidence for toward-away asymmetries.
Further work is in progress on these.

3) We observe inner bremsstrahlung by the p.- with rate and Ey, pM and cMT

dependence in agreement with our QED calculation. Inner bremsstrahlung must be
taken into account in order to reconstruct the current direction properly.
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TABLE 1. MUON MOMENTUM DEPENDENCE (GAMMAS)

Pp (GeV/c)

4-20
20-40
40-80
>80

(1)

44
79
97
145

25
54
67
93

(3)

0
0
2
4

(4) (5)

19+8
25+12
28+13
48115

11
26
44
47

Col. (1) is the number of gammas with cos8 >0.9995

Col. (2) is the number of gammas with 0.9995>cos6 >0.999

Col. (3) is the background from tridents, outer brems etc.

Col. (4) is (1) - (2) - (3) .

Col. (5) is the Monte Carlo prediction of Col. (4)

TABLE 2. ANGULAR DEPENDENCE (GAMMAS)

0.99998-1.0
0.99992-0.99998
0.9998-0.99992
0.9995-0.9998

(1)

40
55
89

181

(2)

10
29
57
143

(3)

3
3
0
0

(4)

27+7
23+9
32+12
38+18

(5)

27
38
31
32

(1) Number of gammas in bin
(2) Background
(3) i3 the background from tridents, outer brems etc.
(4) = (1) - (2) - (I) .

Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col. (5) Monte Carlo prediction of Col. (4)

TABLE 3. GAMMA ENERGY DEPENDENCE (GAMMAS)

E =k
Y o

1-2
2-4
4-8
>8

Col.

Col.

Col.

Col.

Col.

(GeV) (1)

365
• 92
105
85
83

(2)

239
69
64
51
55

(3)

6
4
1
1
0

(4) (5)

120±25
19+13
40+13
33+12
23±12

128
37
33
31
27

(1) is the number of gammas with cosO >0.9995

(2) is the number of.gammas vrith 0.9995>cos9 >0.999

(3) is the background from tridents, outer brems etc.

(4) is (1) - (2) - (3)

(5) is the Monte Carlo prediction for Col. (4)
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a)

b)

/ ( k )

Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams for (a) inelastic charged-current neutrino
(„ + N - yr + X), and (b) inner bremsstrahlung by the muon in the [..ocess

la.

I
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Cos

Fig. 2. (a) Observed distribution of cos flMr where o„r

the muon and a particular gamma in the event {Ey >
is the space angle between

1 GeV and £M > 4 GeV arc
required), (b) (shaded) distribution or cos eMr predicted by the theory for the process
Fig. lb, as described in the text. The horizontal straight line represents the level or
background from gammas of hadronic origin.
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RECENT RESULTS FROM THE e"e+ STORAGE RINGS PEP AND PETRA

P. Söding

Deutsches Elektronen - Synchrotron DESY, Hamburg, Germany

1. Introduction

•>

The high energy e~e colliders PEP and PETRA are unique

tools to study the interactions of leptons and quarks. Very

high values of the momentum transfer are reached, in the case

of PETRA ranging up to Q 2 = 1300 GeV2; a further substantial

increase will take place soon. In the past the work at PETRA

and PEP was concentrated on the strong interactions, in parti-

cular on the jet phenomena from quarks and gluons. A conside-

rable improvement in the luminosity of the e~e machines has

now allowed to push towards a new frontier of weak interac-

tions. The first part of this summary will cover weak inter-

action results, the second one new results on strong inter-

actions and jets; it is followed by a section on particle

searches which establish limits on the masses of possible

scalar particles.

2. Results on electroweak interactions

2.1 Electroweak interactions of leptons

At the highest cm energies W s 36 GeV of PETRA the ef-

fective Q 2 = W 2 is already more than 10 % of the presumed

mass of the zo. Consequently the weak amplitudes for fermion

pair production (Fig. 1) are of order 10 % of the size of the

electromagnetic amplitudes. Large weak/electromagnetic inter-

ference effects are therefore expected.

Fig. 2 shows measured total cross sections'1 for njj and

TT pair production as a function of the center-of-mass energy

W. The curves give the prediction (for W >> m^)

4no2

QED (1)
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of QED in lowest order (Fig. 1a). Higher order QED corrections

(up to o(a3)), individually calculated for each experiment,

have been subtracted from the experimental data2. Fig. 2 indi-

cates agreement of QED with the data. This implies that the

weak interaction contribution (Fig. 1b) to the total lepton

antilepton pair production cross section in the PETRA/PEP

energy range must be small.

This fact is easily explained in the framework of the

standard SU(2)*U(1) model. With the relations

g v = 2T3 - 4Q s i n
2 % , gA = 2T3 (2)

(Q = electric charge, T = weak isospin) and with sin2©*» =0.23

it predicts g v = -0.08, 9>. = -1. The diagrams of Fig. 1

give:

- - f e f e 2 e2 f2 f2 • i oi
atot(ee~*ff) = °QED 1 + 2 gV gV R e X + (gV + gA* (gV + gA } 'x' (3)

GF mZ ™2

where x = (4)
8/2Va W2-m2+imzrz

is the ratio of the weak to the electromagnetic amplitude. At

W = 35 GeV and with m„ = 90 GeV,|x|=Rex= 0.06. Due to the

smallness of g v the expected weak effects in a. .(ee+11),

||j Ä = p,x are too small to be observable at present. By a

|J| comparison of the observed W dependence of ° t Q t(
e e + it)with

H that of ° O E D
 w e c a n set limits on the electromagnetic struc-

ture of the leptons. Parameterizing a hypothetical structure

by a lepton form factor

) = 1 — —) 1 +
Q Z- A±

one finds lower limits for the cutoff parameters A+ in the range

of 100 to 300 GeV.

A quantity that is more sensitive to the weak axial coup-

ling by virtue of an interference with the dominant electromag-

netic (vector) amplitude, is the forward-backward angular asymme
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t r y in the r eac t i on e e + f f ,

o(e > 90°) - o(0 < 9QQ)
A f f = o(0 > 90°) + a(0 < 900)

where © is the cm angle between incoming e and outgoing f.

From the diagrams of Fig. 1,

(6)

(7)

Measurements of the angular distribution for vv pro-

duction l r 3' 4 are shown in Fig. 3. Similar measurements have

been made for TT production.The possible systematic errors

of the angular asymmetries have been carefully studied and

are found to be * 1 *• The radiative corrections which are

again applied directly to the data, produce asymmetry effects

of about 1.5 %. The angular acceptance of the experiments is

typically about 80 %. Asymmetries found in the various expe-

riments are listed in Table I. Averaged values for different

energies are summarized and compared with the prediction from

the standard SU(2) *U(1) model in Table II. The predictions for

Table I Measured angular asymmetries of the reactions

ee -»• njT, T 7 , corrected for radiative and acceptance

effects (Refs. 1-4)

W(GeV)

29

29

34

35

35

35

A
UP

- 4.4

- 9.6

- 6.4

-10.8

-10.4

-10.4

± 2.4

± 4.5

+ 6.4

± 2.2

± 2.1

+ 2.3

A T T
 ('

- 1.3

- 3.5

-1O.3

- 7.9

- 7.4

- 5.6

± 2.4

+ 5.0

± 5.2

+ 3.9

± 4.6 *

+ 4.4 +

Experiment

MAC

MARK-II

CELLO

JADE

MARK-J

TASSO

Accelera-
tor

PEP

PEP

PETRA

PETRA

PETRA

PETRA

Icos el < 0.8
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Table II Angular asymmetries of the reactions ee •> uu, tt

averaged over experiments, at different cm ener-

gies W, corrected for radiative and acceptance

effects (Refs. 1-4)

W (GeV)

14

22

29

35

+ 4.

- 8.

- 5.

-10.

7

1

6

4

...

± 3.

+ 3.

+ 2.

± 1.

2

9

1

3

A

- 1

- 7

TT

.7

.9

(%

± 2

± 2

)

.2

.3

prediction
from

SU(2) xU(1)

- 1.3

- 3.6

- 6.3

- 9.3

Accele-
rator

PETRA

PETRA

PEP

PETRA

A... from eqns. (2) and (7) are almost independent of sin20w.

The results support the standard model.

Independently of the standard model the data4 yield with

eq. (7)

1.11 ± 0.13, * = 0.84 ± O.24. (8)

Taking | g - | = 1.09 ±0 .11 from ve sca t te r ing one gets

= 1.02 ± 0.15, = 0.77 + 0.25. (9)

A combined analysis of the data on otot(
ee +11) and the

angular asymmetries has also been made, using in addition to

yu and TT production also Bhabha scattering (ee •+ ee) data

and assuming universality of the lepton couplings

* " * = gj). The result is4

= - 0.06 + 0.13, 1.13 ± 0.14 (10)

\ '!
The value of g^ is equivalent to sinz0w = 0.25 + 0.06. Note

that these results for g^ and sin26„ may have a systematic

uncertainty exceeding the statistical error given above be-

cause g^ is directly correlated with the absolute normali-

zation of atofc(ee
+ *•*-) (see eq. (3)). Fig. 4 shows results
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on q2 and q.̂  from different e e experiments and compares
A V 4

them with results from ve scattering . The neutrino results

have a twofold ambiguity corresponding to ĝ «-+ g£; one of

the two ambiguous solutions agress with the e e results.

It is the solution of the standard model. The data in Fig. 4

span a region of space-like momentum transfers of a few 10~2

GeV2 for the neutrino data, to timelike values of more than

103 GeV2 for the e"e+ annihilation data.

Up to this point in the discussion we have assumed

m_ = 90 GeV. From eqs. (4) and (7) one finds that at W = 35 GeV

the difference between the expected angular asymmetries for

m„ = °° and for m„ = 90 GeV is about 10 %. This difference is

smaller than the present statistical uncertainty. However,

assuming that a single Z° is responsible both for the parity

violation observed in ed scattering at SLAC and for the asym-

metries in ee ->A4, then independently of the validity of the

standard model one can conclude that m„ > 50 GeV (95 % con-

fidence). A smaller m„ would have caused a significantly lar-

ger asymmetry than observed.

We have seen that all the results on ee + H are in good

agreement with the standard model. It is natural to ask to

which extent the data force any alternative model to be 'close1

to the standard model. It is well known^ that all the experi-

mental data for Q 2 <<mz can be described by a local four-fer-

mion phenomenological Lagrangian of the type

4Gr

eff

4 GF
7F

1 ..em,em
J J
v v + c—£ J e m j e m

M V
(11)

J are the weak charged £.nd neutral and thewhere J^, J^

electromagnetic currents, respectively. The last term is

absent in the standard model; its presence would be an indi-

cation that more than a single Z° is effective at low Q2. The

PETRA data now restrict the possible size of this term to

C < 0.015 (at 95 % confidence)^4. Comparing this limit with

the coefficient of (J®m)2 in the weak neutral current part

of the standard model Lagrangian which is sin'*ow = 0.05, it

appears that any deviation from the standard model must be re-
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latively small. If several Z° bosons contribute their

masses cannot differ much from the mass of the standard

2.2 Electroweak interactions of quarks

The lowest-order electroweak contribution to atot(ee+qq)

and to the angular asymmetry Aq„ in the reaction ee •+ qq is

given by eqs. (1,), (3), (4) and (7) with the replacement
2 12 1

a -> aQeQq = ~ <*Qq w n e r e Qq = "Jr ~ "3 *s

of the quark. One considers the ratio

t n e electric charge

tot
qq -+ hadrons)

rQED
(12)

where summation over all flavors above threshold is implied.

The total cross section data in the numerator are assumed to

be radiatively corrected. Real and virtual gluon emission by

the quarks in the final state cause a 6 % increase in R

with a logarithmic w dependence; it has been calculated up

to o(a
2 ). Measurements6 of R are summarized in Fig. 5.
s

Par above the bb flavor threshold at W = 10 GeV the data can

in principle be used to determine both <*_ and sin 29 w; the

latter determines the weak vector contributions through the

standard model relations of eq. (2). A comparison with JADE

data which is typical also for the data of other experiments,

is shown in Fig. 6. Values of as = 0.14 ±0.08 and sin20W=O.24
± 0.05 are obtained, the errors neglecting correlations. The

main experimental problem is the overall normalization uncer-

tainty of 3 to 6 I, It can be stated nevertheless that in

these data, to which the c and b quarks contribute with al-

most one-half total weight, theweak vector couplings are con-

sistent in strength with those found in lepton scattering which

is dominated by light quarks. The measured W dependence of R

can also be exploited to probe the effective sizes of the

quarks, similarly as for leptons. Assuming flavor-independent

quark form factors (eq. (5)) lower limits for A± of about

200 GeV are obtained.
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First attempts to probe the axial couplings of the heavy

quarks by measuring the forward-backward angular asymmetry

in the reaction ee -*• qq •+ 2 jets have also been made. One

method is to select a sample of events enriched with heavy

quarks, by taking hadronic events with prompt leptons of re-

latively large transverse momentum relative to the jet axis.

These leptons are likely to come from a weak decay with large

Q value. The sign of the charge of the lepton serves to distin-

guish q from q. Unfortunately, according to eq. (7) with stan-

dard model couplings (2) the asymmetries in cc and bb production

have identical sign while the leptons from the decays are

oppositely charged, leading to a partial cancellation depen-

ding on the relative amounts of cc and tab in the selected

sample. The asymmetry effects therefore become small and model

dependent. They have nevertheless been observed in two experi-

ments^'^ with a significance of - 2 standard deviations each;

the results are in agreement with the standard model couplings.

Another possibility consists in identifying c quarks by

their fragmentation into D*+. The D +- D°n -*• K it it decay

chain can be observed by virtue of a partial cancellation of

mass resolution effects in the invariant masses of the D°TT
o 9 8

and the D systems . A preliminary analysis gave an asym-

metry for ee ->-cc of A = - 0.35 + 0.14 at W = 35 GeV( to be

compared with a standard model prediction of - 0.14. Better

statistics and the use of precision vertex detectors allowing

to directly observe weak decays shall allow a more precise de-

termination of the quark weak couplings in the future.

2.3 Some results on weak decays

New measurements of the topological branching ratios of

the T lepton have been made °. A summary follows:

branching ratio (%)

1979 'world average'

TASSO experiment

CELLO experiment

MARK II experiment

MAC experiment

T •* 1 prong

66 ±

76 ±

84 ±

86 +

4

6

2

3 ±

T

1

-»• 3

28

24

15

14

15

prongs

± 6

+ 6

± 2

± 3 + 1

.3+ 0.7±1

T ->- 5 prongs

< 9

< 6

1 .0+ 0.

< 0.

.0 < 0.

4

7

7
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The T lifetime has been determined by various groups. One

extrapolates the tracks of the decay particles back to the in-

teraction region and measures their distance from the average

position Gf the interacting e* bunches. By far the most accu-

rate value has been obtained by the MARK-II group at PEP

using a precision vertex chamber ,

T T = (3.31 ± 0.57 ± 0.60) x 1O~
13 S.

From UT universality one expects

T = BR (T-vevv) (-M T = (2.8 + 0.2)x 10~13 sf

: in good agreement with the experimental result.

F A limit on the lifetime of the lightest meson containing

a b quark has been reported by the JADE group . They studied

£. events of the type ee +u?+ hadrons with muon momenta

* p 2 i.8 GeV, which is a sample enriched in B mesons decaying

f* weakly. From the closest approach of the extrapolated muon track

t-; to the interaction region an upper limit

: T D < 1.4 x 10~
1 2 s (95 % confidence)

is obtained. This result gives lower limits on the mixing

angles between the various quark SU(2) doublets. Expressed

in terms of the Maiani mixing angles the results are shown

in Fig. 7, together with limits derived from other sources.

3. Jets and QCD

In the large majority of the cases the hadrons produced

in high energy ee annihilation emerge as two back-to-back jets.

These jets are considered to be the fragmentation products of qq

pairs. This interpretation is based upon the agreement of the

total cross section ratio R (eq.(12) and Figs. 5,6) and of the

.Jet axis angular distribution with the expectations for qq pair
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production. It is further supported by the recent observation of

opposite charge long-range charge correlations between the two

jets, which demonstrate that the jets must have evolved from

electrically charged primaries

About 10 % of the hadronic annihilation events show a three-

jet pattern. The frequency of occurrence of three-jet events is

much larger than expected if these event shapes were the result of

statistical fluctuations in the hadronization of qq events

Even with extreme assumptions on quark hadronization (e.g. large

exponential or power-law tails in the transverse momentum distributions

of the hadrons relative to the direction of the quark, or peculiar

fragmentation behaviour of c and b quarks), a successful description

of the data in terms of a pure ee + qq process has not been found.

The data clearly require a description in terms of three distinct
14 15 -

jets ' . A further problem for pure qq models is the strong increase

of the average transverse momentum <P T
> with cm energy W. This feature

of the data also rules out the idea that the third jet resulted from

the decay of a high mass meson emitted by the q or q in a large p„

(higher-twist or constituent interchange) process. Evidently the W

dependence of the p T distribution indicates a pointlike process. Indeed

QCD has provided the only successful description of the tree-jet

events, in terms of the emission of hard gluons by the quarks .

For comparison with experiment the QCD predictions for partons

have to be convoluted with hadronization distributions for which

Monte Carlo models are used . Different jet measures of course will

have different degrees of model dependence. Thrust is a "bad"

(strongly hadronization-dependent) measure while various angular

correlations_of jet axes, the opposite to same-side asymmetry of

energy-weighted angular correlations between the hadrons, and the

sphericity tensor are "good".

Let us discuss a recent three-jet angular correlation analysis

in the energy region 30 £ W £ 37 GeV. A "cluster" of final state

hadrons with invariant mass below some maximum value given by

m. fc/W o b g < y m a x =0.04 (where W Q b s is the total observed energy of

the final state) is called a jet. An analogous definition is used in

the QCD calculation for parton jets18. The distribution of jet
"1

multiplicities obtained by such a cluster algorithm will depend on
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the jet defining parameter ymax. The chosen value is large enough

to suppress sensitivity to fragmentation fluctuations yet small

enough to resolve three-jet (and even four-jet) states from the

two-jet dominated sample. The fractional jet energies x.^ = 2E^e /W

can be calculated to good approximation from the measured directions

of the jet axes, using massless jet kinematics. Three-jet events

are described by 2 independent x.; one may use x^ = Max x^ and

x̂ _ = x, sinQ-i = x 3
 s:*-nö3i (where 0.. is the angle between jet axes

i and j). Measured distributions of x- and xx are shown in Fig. 8.

Second order QCD (shown by the full curves) describes the data well.

Away from the two-jet region, e.g. for x- < 0.9, Xj_ >. 0.25 the

hadronization corrections are not larger than 20 %. The shapes of the

distributions are therefore essentially parameter-free QCD predictions.

The rate of three-jet events fixes a : one obtains O«16±O.O3 (MS
2 2

scheme, Q -_ ~ 1200 GeV ) where the error includes systematic uncer-

tainties.

Note that the o(a ) effects in the distributions of Fig. 8 are
s

small. To this order also four-jet events are expected, and some
19

first evidence for them has been presented . In contrast to QCD

a QED-llke Abelian vector theory or a scalar gluon model do

not fit the data7'8 (Fig. 9).

Direct identification of the gluon jet in a three-jet event has

so far not been possible. It has however been reported that the jet of

lowest energy, which is the "best bet" for the gluon jet, has on •

average a somewhat larger hadron <p_> with respect to the jet axis,

than the jets from two-jet events at the same jet energy (i.e. at
21

smaller W) have

There is another interesting question concerning the way quarks

and giuons fragment.Rather than following the usual assumption of

fragmentation along the parton momentum direction the fragmentation

may proceed along the color flux lines . The two fragmentation schemes

yield significantly different distributions of low momentum hadrons.

While this does not affect the compatibility of the data with QCD it can

cause significant uncertainty in the value of a deduced from the rate
s
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23
of events in the three-jet region (Fig. 1O).

Some inclusive particle yields for an average hadronic

annihilation event at W*35 GeV are '

10.2 n*; 5.5 TT°; 1.8 K*; 1.4 K°,iRO; 0.8 p,p; O.3 A,Ä;

0.2 p°;-^0.8 D+±.

The kaon yield is reproduced in cascade fragmentation models if the

relative rate for the production of qq pairs of different flavors

in the color field is assumed to be given by 2 ss/(uu + dd) = 0.3±0.1.

Baryon production can be described as being due to the occasional

creation of diquark pairs instead of quark pairs in the color field,

with a relative probability for diquark creation of about 8 %. The

x distributions (x = 2E/W) for all the various particle species

are similar, steeply falling for x > 0.15 except for the D+'(2O1O)
25

which shows a significantly harder spectrum .

The overall inclusive x distribution for hadrons (without

identification, approximating x by 2p/W) is shown fpr various

cm energies W from SPEAR and PEP in Fig. 11. The invariant cross

section s do/dx in the large x region is found to decrease by about

30 % between W = 5.2 GeV and 29 GeV. A similar observation is made

(Fig. 12) between the lowest and the highest PETRA energies (W = 14 GeV
28 —

to 37 GeV) , i.e. above bb threshold, as well as for the inclusive
distribution of charged pions (identified by time of flight and

29
Cerenkov counters) . The scale breaking is in qualitative agreement

with QCD which predicts it as a consequence of gluon emission.

4. Limits on pair production of scalar particles

If pointlike spin zero particles of electric charge Q exist, they

should be pair-produced through the one photon annihilation channel

with a cross section

dil 8 W2 t o t 3 W
3 tot
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where ß is the cm velocity of the produced scalars. The angular

distribution conveniently peaks at right angles to the beam. At

energies high above threshold (ß-*1) the total production cross

section slowly approaches a value of 1/4 times the muon pair

production cross section (eq.(D). Possible scalars include

charged Higgs particles or technipions, as well as the spin zero

leptons and quarks required by supersymmetry.

Higgs particles and technipions (both denoted by H here)

preferentially decay into the heaviest kinematically allowed lepton

and quark pairs, e.g.

H~ -» T~V , c s (14)

where the quarks subsequently fragment into hadrons. The Higgs1

mass is unknown. Technipions are expected to have masses in the

range from about 5 to 14 GeV.

To find charged Higgs or technipion pairs one searches for

unusual sources of x leptons, in particular for TT pairs that

are, acollinear and/or non-coplanar with the beam, indicating a

large missing momentum. Another signature is a T recoiling against

a jet of hadrons. Should.the leptonic branching ratio happen to

be very small then the signature would be a hadronlc event with four

(partly embryonic) jets that can be grouped into two pairs of

equal effective mass.

The decay modes containing T leptons,

ee •+ H~H •* (TV) (T\>) , (TV) + hadrons (15)

have been investigated in several experiments . No candidates

were found. The significance of these null results was assessed

by Monte Carlo simulations of the production and decay process

(15) in the detectors, applying the same selection criteria as

for the real data. Thereby, 95 % confidence upper limits on the

branching ratio BR(H+TV) and the product B R ( H + T V ) X B R ( H + hadrons)

were obtained as shown by the shaded regions in Fig. 13. One
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concludes that charge ± 1 pointlike scalars H~ with a branching

fraction BR(H -+ TV) ,> 10 % and masses in the range 5 < n^ < 13 GeV

are ruled out.

The scalar partners J!. of the ordinary charged leptons, which

are predicted in supersymmetry, would also have to be pair-produced

with a cross section given by eq. (13); the rate for a e production

would be further enhanced by t-channel photino or goldstino

exchange. These scalars would decay into an ordinary lepton and a

photino or goldstino. Since the photinos or goldstinos escape

unobserved one would find a pair of leptons carrying on the average

•| of the total energy W and having large non-coplanarity with the

beam direction. Cuts have to be made to reduce background from

photon-photon interactions and from bremsstrahlung in ordinary

lepton pair production processes. Searches for such events at PEP
30

and PETRA were unsuccessful . The existence of e and u of masses

below about 16 GeV, and of T below about 15 GeV, can therefore

be excluded.

5. Summary

Electroweak interactions

The Q range over which weak interactions have been studied,
2has been extended to 1300 GeV . Measurements of neutral current

couplings in lepton and quark pair production indicate, at different

levels of precision, agreement with the standard SU(2) Kü(l) model.

Probed at a resolution of (100-300 GeV) leptons and quarks appear

as structureless Fermi-Dirac objects. The Z° mass is at least

50 GeV, and °> is not yet ruled out. The effective electroweak

Lagrangian must be close to the standard model Lagrangian,characterized

by Bjorken's C parameter with C < 0.015. New results on the lifetimes

of the T and B also agree with standard expectations.

Jets and QCD

The only successful interpretation of the three-jet final states

observed at high energies has been provided by QCD, which describes
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I
I
8.'.

them as qqg final states. The vector nature of the gluons has been

verified. The strong coupling constant is found to be a (1200 GeV )
s

=0.16 ± O.O3 (MS scheme) with some uncertainty arising from quark

and gluon hadronization. The observed scaling violations in

inclusive hadron production are also consistent with QCD. A wealth

of information on quark fragmentation has been accumulated. The

similarity between gluon and quark fragmentation has so far

precluded direct identification of the gluon jets.

Scalar particles

Charged Higgs or technipion (pseudo)scalars with sizable leptonic

branching ratios, as well as the scalar partners of e, u and i from

supersymmetry, can be excluded for essentially all masses below

14 GeV.

?-
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ABSTRACT

We discuss design concepts and parameters, present status and probable future of
the Isabelle, Tevatron I and II and SLAC Linear Collider projects. We touch upon
some other proposed accelerator projects, and some ideas for future accelerators
currently being discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
In early 1982, the High Energy Physics Advisory Panel (HEPAP) Subpanel on

Long Range Planning for the U.S. High Energy Physics Program, chaired by George
Trilling, summarized its recommendations as follows 111:

Construction of ISABELLE at Brookhaven with completion by the end of this
decade.

Adequate utilization and maintenance of existing accelerator and storage ring
facilities, and support of important non-accelerator particle physics projects.

Expeditious completion of the Energy Saver at Fermilab.

Implementation of the Tevatron II (TeV II) fixed-target program at Fermilab, in
all three experimental areas.

Completion of the Tevatron I (TeV I) proton-antiproton collider at Fermilab,
including the provision of a major detector facility.

Continuation of the major R&D effort at SLAC on the Stanford Linear Collider
(SLC), with construction of associated conventional facilities to begin in FY 1984
such that the R&D phase can be completed in FY 1986. Funding of major new
detectors and provision of a second beam-beam intersection region could occur
once the R&D program has demonstrated adequacy for expanded physics
research.

Pursuit of other advanced accelerator R&D activities on items such as high field
superconducting magnets, high gradient accelerating RP structures, superconduct-
ing RF cavities, and novel means of acceleration.

Below we discuss briefly the design concepts, the present status and probable
future of each of the Trilling-panel recommended future U.S. accelerators. More
extensive discussions are found in [1] and in some of the references cited below. Fol-
lowing this we touch on some other proposals for future accelerators that are currently
being discussed.

ISABELLE (Brookh&ven)

Design Concepts and Parameters. ISABELLE [2] is a 400 GeV on 400 GeV
proton-proton collider with design luminosity of 1O33/ cm1 sec. (Luminosity times cros-
section — interaction rate.) Electron-proton and heavy ion collisions are envisaged for
later.

The two proton beams circulate in two separate rings each of 3.83 km circumfer-
ence formed of 5 Tesla superconducting magnets. The two 8 amp beams cross each
other at six interaction regions, at 11.2 mrad, focussed with ß„, - 7.5 m and ßhori, -
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42.9 m in a 60 m long space for experiments. Higher luminosities can be achieved by
reducing the crossing angle and betas. The design is conservative and flexible using
many features proven on the CERN ISR (which has reached luminosity of
1.2 x \Qn/cm2 sec with 40 amp beams and low beta insertions).

The beam current of 8 amps per ring is stacked by multiple transfers from the
AGS at 29 GeV. Each beam is then rebunched at the third revolution harmonic,
accelerated, then debunched again so that the interacting beams are DC. DC beams
are supposed to permit higher intensity and less beam-beam interaction than bunched
beams.

Status and Prognosis (as of summer 1982). The tunnel is essentially built. A new
superconducting magnet design (the Palmer magnet using Rutherford cable) has been
successfully tested at 5.85 Tesla at 3.7° K with little training. Design of other systems
(vacuum, cryogenics, injection, stacking, acceleration, etc.) is well along and there
appear to be no major unsolved technical problems.

ISABELLE was originally scheduled for completion by 1987 (at ~ 500 million
dollars in FY 1982 dollars) and was to be the main U.S. facility through the early
1990's at least. There is no construction money in this year's budget, however, and
ISABELLE's future is uncertain in this era of extremely tight budgets. A number of
ideas are being discussed to reduce ISABELLE's cost or to put some other machine in
its tunnel. Among these are: i) a somewhat lower energy and/or lower luminosity p-
p collider (e.g., 300 on 300 usin," double magnets, i.e., each ring circulates in the
return field of the other ring's magnet); ii) an e+«r collider scaled down from the
CESR II design touched on below and discussed by S. Herb [3]; an e-p collider of
perhaps 20 GeV e~ on 100-400 GeV p. Apart from the e-p collider (which is foreseen
for later anyway) such ideas are not arousing much enthusiasm. Everyone is in favor
of developing better and cheaper magnets, etc., but ISABELLE's 400 on 400 GeV is
already low enough energy compared with the Tevatron and CERN p~p colliders that
to reduce it for economic reasons seems like false economy. ISABELLE requires
much higher luminosity than those of the higher energy p-p collider in order to be
competitive, so reducing its luminosity much to save money again seems like false
economy. The e+e~ idea has problems too. CESR II will require superconducting RF
cavities of 1.5 GV peak voltage to achieve 50 GeV on 50 GeV in 5.5 km circumfer-
ence rings, vs. ISABELLE's 3.8 km. The Japanese have already started building such
a machine (TRISTAN) and it is hard to generate enthusiasm for a second one also
possibly unable to reach the Z° energy without a major breakthrough in RF accelerat-
ing field gradients. TRISTAN hopes to reach 30 GeV on 30 GeV in a 3.0 km ring.
Let us hope that the coming budgets will permit ISABELLE to continue construction
more or less as planned.
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ENERGY SAVER and TEVATRON II (Fermllab)

Design Concepts and Parameters. Tevatron II is a fixed target 1 TeV superconduct-
ing synchrotron [4], A ring of 4.S Tesla superconducting magnets is being constructed
below the present 400 GeV warm main ring (MR) of 6.3 km circumference, in the
same tunnel. The superconducting ring will permit fixed target operation at ~ twice
the present energy, roughly the present intensity (3 x 1O13 protons per pulse) and with
considerable savings in magnet power consumption. TeV II will pulse only once per
minute (vs 5-8 sec for the MR) but can run with a 20 sec flattop providing a 4 x
better duty cycle than at present. The TeV II will open new areas of energy and
momentum transfer and its time-averaged secondary beam particle fluxes will be at
last as large below 400 GeV as at present. The TeV H's more intense and higher
energy neutrino beams for example will permit study of regions of higher Q7 and W1

where QCD effects are becoming more and more important and complex.

Status and Prognosis (as of summer 1982). One quarter of the TeV II ring is now
installed and one sixth (one sector) has been excited, tested, and artificially quenched.
All the magnets for the rest of the ring should be produced, tested and installed by
the end of the current shutdown (March 1983) and 1 TeV fixed target physics should
begin by late 1983. Beam lines (e.g., v) are being upgraded now for 1 TeV operation.
TeV IPs many beam lines and facilities will be the major U.S. source of high energy
physics experiment opportunities for the rest of the 1980's.

TEVATRON I (Fermilab)

Design Concepts and Parameters. TeV I is a 1 TeV on 1 TeV proton-antiproton col-
lider [5] with design luminosity of 1030/ cm1 sec. The bunched p and p beams circulate
in opposite directions in the same ring (the TeV II superconducting ring) and interact
in two interaction regions. A large, general purpose detector is being designed and
constructed for one of the interaction regions.

The p beam is essentially TeV IPs beam, but the superconducting ring must
operate as a storage ring of course, i.e., with a day-long flattop. To obtain a p beam of
sufficient intensity and sufficiently compacted in phase space to reach 1030/ cm2 sec of
luminosity takes several complex operations involving the main ring, two new rings,
and the TeV II ring. Each 2 sec one booster batch, 80 bunches of protons at 8 GeV,
is transferred to the main ring and accelerated to 120 GeV. The RF system is used to
compact the proton bunches from 9 nsec to 1 nsec. They are then extracted and
focussed onto a tungsten target in a 0.38 mm spot. The peak in the p~ production
spectrum is at ~ 8.9 GeV and there are about 10"3p/GeV/p from 0 to 60 mrad. A
lithium lens (cylinder carrying longitudinal current producing an azimuthal magnetic
field) collects these and injects them into the first of the new rings, the debuncher.
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The debuncher ring can accept i.25xio'p per booster batch of ~ 10" protons. (It
accepts Ap-2% p and (20 n mm - mrad)2.) In the debuncher the p are debunched and ] ;i
cooied transversely somewhat. They are then transferred to the second or accumula-
tor ring where they are stochastically cooled and stacked. (In stochastic cooling the ;
mean deviation from nominal position or momentum is measured for a sample of the
beam and a signal sent across the ring to tell the RF systems and kickers there to kick
it where it is supposed to go. Repeating this process over and over for different sam-
ples of the beam compacts the beam more and more.) The accumulator ring increases
the p density by a factor 104 in energy (compacting it to ~ 1.1 MeV) and a factor 8 in ,•
each transverse dimension. After 1.3 hours of accumulation and stochastic cooling
some 6x io'°p in the central core of the stack are transferred to the main ring where
they are accelerated to 120 GeV and transferred to the TeV II ring. Repeating this
sequence three times results (after ~ 4 hrs) in three p (and three p) bunches in the
TeV II ring which are then accelerated to 1 TeV. The resulting luminosity (with ß' =
I m) is 1030/ em2 sec.

The Fermilab scheme offers several advantages over CERN's (in addition to
higher energy pp collisions). More p are produced by Fermilab's higher energy pro-
tons; more are collected by the lithium lens and because of the RF compacting; hav-
ing both a debuncher and an accumulator ring will permit easier tuning and greater
flexibility than does CERN's single combined-function ring. CERN takes 30 hours for
10" p vs Fermilab's 4 hours. CERN, however, is already in operation and may well
see the Z° fi.st.

Status and Prognosis (as of summer 1982). The status and prognosis of the TeV
II superconducting 1 TeV ring was discussed above. Fermilab hopes, I understand, to
be debugging the debuncher and accumulator rings as early as 1984 and to be doing Jp
physics by 1985. The total cost of TeV I (and the TeV II accelerator) is said to be —
100 million dollars (FY 1982 dollars). Let us hope that tight budgets do not force a
stretchout of the schedule.

SLAC LINEAR COLLIDER

Design Concepts and Parameters. SLC is a 50 GeV e+ on 50 GeV «r linear col-
lider, colliding one tiny intense e+ with one c" bunch at one interaction region, 180
times/sec, to yield design luminosity of 6 x io30/ cm2 sec. (This luminosity should pro-
duce ~ 20,000 Z7day if Mz„<100 GeV.) The electrons can be polarized and the
energy can be increased to 70 GeV on 70 GeV with additional RF. The upgraded
SLAC Hnac will continue to be the world's highest energy, highest intensity fixed-
target e~ accelerator. /
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SLC is also an R & D project, to develop the linear collider technique as a pilot
project for a future very high energy e+e~ linear collider (e.g., 300 GeV on 300 GeV.).
Synchrotron radiation spurs the interest in linear e+e~ colliders over conventional ring
colliders. For a linear collider there is no synchrotron radiation and the cost scales
approximately linearly with the beam energy, E. For a ring collider the rate of beam
energy loss per revolution du- to synchrotron radiation goes as E*/ R, where R is the
ring radius. The cost of the ring tunnel, magnets, etc. goes as R and the cost of the
RF goes as the energy per turn it must make up so the optimum R goes as £2 and so
does the total cost. The costs of e+«r ring colliders that have been built follow this
law roughly after correcting for inflation. Thus for some E a linear collider will be
cheaper than a ring collider. Probably this £ will remain not too far above LEP's £ of
— 85 GeV with conventional cavities, perhaps 120 GeV with superconducting cavities.

What about luminosity? It is for SLC to prove that the <?+ and e~ bunches can be
made small enough and intense enough that at 180 bunch-bunch collisions (or what-
ever may later be feasible) per second the linear collider can get a reasonable luminos-
ity in competition with the much greater collision frequencies natural in a ring (MHz).
The SLC designers think they can make the beams as small as l/*x \p, compared with
50/* x l mm in PEP. (Synchrotron radiation makes the beam bigger as well as less
monoenergetic.) Because the bunches are discarded in SLC after one collision it
doesn't matter how much they disrupt each other. (In fact under some conditions
they should pinch each other partly and thereby increase the luminosity. The design
luminosity includes a factor three increase due to the pinching of each beam in the •—
100 tesla field of the other.) In rings the mutual disruption ("beam-beam tune shift")
must be kept small enough that the bunches can be "repaired" by the focussing before
they collide again. The SLC designers claim they can get luminosity of 6x io30/ cm1 sec
compared with LEP's predicted 1031. However, LEP will have at least 4 interaction
regions while SLC will have only one, or possibly two, later, and LEP will eventually
attain higher energies. The experimental areas at SLC and LEP will pose considerably
different problems and opportunities for experimenters, so in this respect they will
complement each other. It may be possible to operate vertex detectors within a cm or
so of the tiny SLC beams, for example, possibly close enough for studies of nev.
short-lived particles. SLC will probably do physics earlier than LEP but it will prob-
ably take some time to reach the design luminosity.

The SLC will operate as follows. (See Fig 1 for the layout.) Bunches of e~ are
produced at 360 Hz by a special laser-activated gallium-arsenide-cathode gun with
subharmonic bunches and accelerated to 200 MeV in the electron booster linac. They
are transferred to the first section of the existing linac, accelerated there to 1.2 GeV
and injected into the electron damping ring where they are cooled by synchrotron
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radiation damping for one or two times 1/360 sec. The two e~ bunches circulating in
the electron damping ring are extracted, compressed in length from — 1 cm to — 1
mm in the pulse compressor and injected into the linac along with one e+ bunch from
the positron damping ring (about which more later). The three bunches are
accelerated down the linac. The «?+ and leading e~ bunches continue to the end of the
linac (upgraded to 50 GeV) where they are separated by a DC magnet, manipulated in
phase space by transport sections and injected into the 180° bending and focussing col-
lider arcs. They then pass through a matching and focussing section, collide at the
final focus, make great physics, and are discarded. At the final focus the bunches of
— 5x10" e* have bp-o.5%p and emittance 3xio~10 rad-m. They are about I /* in
diameter and 1 mm long.

The positrons are made by the third, trailing, e~ bunch. It is extracted about 2/3
of the way down the linac (by a pulsed magnet) and focussed onto the positron-
production target. A bunch of low energy e+ is collected by a focussing system,
accelerated by a 200 MeV linac positron booster, turned around and transported all
the way back to the beginning of the existing linac, turned around again and injected
into the same first linac section used to accelerate the c~ bunches to 1.2 GeV. This e+

bunch is then transferred to the positron damping ring where it is damped during
(1/180) sec before being extracted to be accelerated down the linac. Thus only the
"older" is extracted of the two e+ bunches in the positron damping ring at a given
time. (The e+ need more cooling than the <r, of course.)

Status and Prognosis. Although the SLC project has not yet been officially author-
ized or funded (if I understand correctly), it is well under way. (SLAC did the same
sort of thing to create SPEAR and I think most physicists would agree that they were
right to do so and the U.S. funding agencies wrong to delay them.) R & D on essen-
tially all systems has been going on for some time by dedicated people working part
time and spare time on it. The e~ damping ring and linac-to-ring transfer line is being
installed and should be ready for tests this fall. Sector one of the existing linac has
successfully accelerated bunches of 1010-<r to the design 1.2 GeV with emittance
meeting SLC specs. A new control system to keep the beam on axis is working and
the perpendicular wake field disruption theory has been shown to be approximately
okay. (Wake field disruption occurs if the beam is not precisely centered on axis.
Currents in the accelerating structure, induced by the leading edge of a bunch, cause
fields which destroy its tail. Both transverse and longitudinal disruption is possible.
The longitudinal wake fields might be used someday to accelerate a second beam in
the wake field of a first beam.) The new electron gun and buncher have been tested.
Materials have been tested which will withstand the e~ beam intensity foreseen for the
e+ source. The linac physical jitter has been shown to be small enough not to threaten
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SLC. They think they can attain the necessary electrical, etc., stability and repeatabil-
ity, as weli, in all critical components. The very strong focussing 180° collider rings
are designed. At least three designs for the final focus have been shown on paper to
be able to do the job. R & D is underway with Japanese collaborators (KEK, Mitsu-
bishi and Toshiba) to make ISO MW klystrons. (Doubling the present number of 36
MW klystrons would also take them from 33 to 50 GeV and 50 MW klystrons are also
being developed.) It will seem like a miracle if they can make polarized 1 /* «•* and e
beams collide head-on in an ~ 1 cm pipe at the end of a 2 mile long accelerator and
achieve anything like the design luminosity of 6 xio30/ cm2 sec. The Trilling panel [1]
says, "It should be noted that the SLC will probably not fail - if it fails at all -- in a
'hard way*. Rather, failure could occur partially, that is, by not achieving the design
luminosity.... In short, there are a number of possibilities which make the gradual
attainment of the design luminosity of SLC rather likely." Good physics will abound
even if they don't quite get 20 K Z° Vday.

SLAC's "Schedule 44" estimated the basic cost including one interaction region at
84.5 M FY 82 dollars. A second interaction region would cost about 20 M dollars
more and a major new detector perhaps 30 M dollars more [1]. SLAC is already
thinking about a successor to SLC, a linear collider of 1 TeV e*e~ CMS energy, lumi-
nosity 1033/ cm2 sec.

Let us trust that the SLC is authorized and funded by FY 1984 and is producing
and studying Z° on schedule by 1986.

CESR II (Cornell)

Steve Herb is covering this proposal [3], but for completeness let me summarize
it briefly. CESR II is a 50 GeV e

+ on 50 GeV e~ single ring collider of 5.49 km cir-
cumference with 4 interaction regions and design luminosity of 6 x io31/ cm2 sec. Long-
itudinally polarized beams should be possible.

The key element needed to make possible 50 GeV in 5.49 km (limited by the
Cornell site and the intention to get the Z° at minimum cost) is 1.5 GeV/turn of RF.
To get this gradient at reasonable power levels and in reasonable length requires
superconducting RF cavities which have been under promising development at Cor-
nell for many years. The Trilling panel finds the Cornell work to be of outstanding
quality but points out some problems with the preliminary machine design. It recom-
mends other lines of cavity development. In view of Cornell's impressive achieve-
ment in designing CESR I, building it in only ~ 2 years and producing fine physics
with it rather quickly, it would seem wise for the funding agencies to take Cornell's
formal proposal for CESR II very seriously indeed when and if it comes.
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IDEAS FOR FUTURE ACCELERATORS
ep Colliders. There are several proposals to build an ep collider in the U.S. Among

these is one [7] to build a 10 GeV e~ ring at Fermilab to collide polarized c" with the
Tevatron's 1 TeV protons. (This proposal also discusses several options for a 20 GeV
e~ on 400 GeV p collider at Isabelle.) Such an ep collider would extend the range of
Q7 accessible for proton structure function studies, etc. to 15,000 GeV2 or more and
make possible detailed studies of both neutral and charged current electroweak
interactions, photoproduction, etc., at CMS energies (~ 200 GeV) and Q1 far above
those accessible to Tevatron muon and neutrino beams.

Some ideas for superhigh energy proton accelerators, pp and pp colliders are dis-
cussed below. In each case the addition of an <r ring is envisaged for later, to make
possible ep collisions.

Multi-TeV Proton Accelerators and Colliders. Quite a lot of thinking has been going
on in the US about what proton accelerator to build after the Tevatron and Isabelle.
During summer 1982 a workshop on future accelerators was held at Snomass,
Colorado (near Aspen) at which were presented several interesting ideas on how to
build a proton accelerator and pp or pp collider of 10 TeV (on 10 TeV) or more at a
cost considerably below ten times the Tevatron's cost. Some ideas for keeping the
cost down include:

cheaper magnets. Experience at Fermilab and Brookhaven indicates that high field
(4 - 5.5 Tesla) small aperture superconducting magnets are much more expensive
than moderate field magnets (e.g., 2-3 Tesla) because the tolerances and mechan-
ical problems are much more critical when the field greatly exceeds saturation in
iron. Lederrrmn [8] says the Tevatron structure of 4.2 T magnets cost — 20 K
dollars/m whereas a 2-3 T "superferric" structure would cost — 3 K doikrs/m. A
10 T structure would cost 25 K dollars/m, he estimates. Thus both 2.5 T and 10
T magnets snould yield a cheaper ring than 4.2 T for a given energy, but 2.5 T
would be cheaper than 10 T by a factor 2 or so; for 10 TeV, /F= 15 Km costing
~ 0.5 billion dollars with 2.5 T, R= 4 Km costing ~ 1 billion dollars with 10 T.
In a superferric dipole design [8, 9, 10], costs are minimized by keeping the mag-
net aperture small, having all the iron cold, having few turns of the supercon-
ducting windings.

cheaper tunnels. Tunnels of present day machines are large in crossection com-
pared with the size of the ring magnets, or of a man. They have cranes, etc., to
move magnets, vacuum pumps, etc., in and out, and are expensive e.g., 5 K
dollars/m for one like Fermilab's [8]. If the tunnel must be bored through rock
or deep underground it gets still more expensive, of course. R.R. Wilson [9]
notes that in the US a 3' diameter gas pipe typically costs — 165 dollars/ft
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installed underground in a trench in runs or hundreds or miles. Two proton rings
and one electron ring, plus power and cryogenics, would fit easily in such a pipe,
even including a robot for aligning the magnets. One of the working groups at
Snonwss, led by Russ Huson [10], estimated that a 10 TeV 2.5 T accelerator and
10 TeV p on 10 TeV p collider could be built in such a tunnel (plus 40-80 service
areas and one large experimental area plus supporting buildings) for ~ 1.5 billion
dollars. A number of sites can be found in the US west which are big enough
(say 50 miles on a side), reasonably flat, never flooded, and sparsely inhabited if
habited at all. Fermilab people 18] suggest that a pilot 1 TeV p on 1 TeV p super-
ferric ring collider be built on the Fermilab site, to develop and test magnets,
etc., for the 10-20 TeV ring(s). The pilot ring would free the Tevatron for full

;' time fixed target operation, effectively doubling the time available for both fixed
target and collider physics at a cost of — 165 million dollars. For another 70 mil*

: lion dollars, Lederman claims, a second proton ring could be added for pp colli-
sions. I suspect that something like this two step project—1 TeV on 1 TeV pilot

\.\ ring at Fermilab, then 10-20 TeV on 10-20 TeV collider in the western desert-
| will be proposed by Fermilab.
-if
:*. An even more radical super high energy, 100-1000 TeV, proton accelerator and
m collider has been proposed by Wenzel [11]. The magnets are very long, small
'ß aperture, and superconducting. They are assembled on a continuous assembly
'•-'is

>^ line like a coaxial cable. Wedges of superconductor surround the beam pipe and
are bound with steel tape or wire and superinsulation. There is no tunnel as
such-the cryostat and vacuum pipe holding the magnet ring(s) is arranged to
have neutral buoyancy and is suspended in water in a modest ditch which follows

I the contour of the earth. (Or it might be in the ocean.) The beam control system
is novel, too. Beam position and shape information is detected continuously and
the information is sent ahead of the beam along chords to correcting stations.
These stations use correcting magnets and RF phase, amplitude and frequency for

II orbit correction and bunch tightening. The alignment of the machine is continu-
Ü ously corrected, as well, using optical registration of beam line elements in the

3 cryostat and the measured average beam position, also microwave interferometry
across radii and chords.
I suspect that it will be some time before such a machine encircles the midwest
from Illinois to the Rocky Mountains, but many of WenzePs ideas may be appli-
cable to machines of order 10 TeV.
There are a number of other interesting ideas for new accelerators being dis-

cussed in the US. I regret not doing justice to all of them.

- - • • - *
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CONCLUSIONS
The mid 1980's should see in the US exciting physics from: i) fixed target 1 TeV

proton interactions at the Fermilab Tevatron, ii) pp collisions of 1 TeV on 1 TeV at
the Tevatron, and Hi) e+e~ collisions of 50 OeV on 50 GeV at the SLAC Linear Col-
lider. The future of Isabelle is uncertain: construction of the 400 GeV on 400 GeV
pp collider is stalled for the moment in spite of technical progress, but it may continue
after all or some other configuration (e.g., 20 GeV e~ on 400 GeV P) may go into the
tunnel.

Many novel and interesting ideas for future higher energy accelerators have been
proposed and it seems not impossible that these will gel into a new machine-building
project by the mid or late 1980's.
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